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"In reality my development is thoroughly
consecutive. I myself can indicate the
various threads in the whole course of my
development, the unity of my ideas, to their
gradual development "
Henrik Ibsen to Lorentz Di etr iehson •
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IlfTRODUCTIOII
A score of years ago iienrik Ibsen was the universal
subject of embittered contests and arguments. He did not seem
to be able to enter the gates; he was "outside the pale", so
to speak, ihy? Merely because America has a d emocratic way
of looking at all things through the childish eyes of the
majority. It is very significant to recall at this moment
my asm present-day view of censorship as revealed by this
"Strange Interlude" controversy. The attitude of the censors
toward this play is similar to the attitude of the people of
Ibsen's period to his plays. II o one knows exactly what he is
quibbling about; but it appears pretty evident that someone
who calls himself the "intelligentsia" has dubbed "Strange
Interlude" immoral and the intellectual proletariat has risen
with one great cry of "?ollow the Leader." oo it mas when
Henrik Ibsen was trying to break through a maze of objections.
'.Vhen a man trird to live his own life, and break away from the
old conventional attitudes, he was cast out ox iiis c l ima t e a s
one sick with the dread disease of Ibsenism. To be called
"Ibsenite" was a most fearful insult, for Henrik Ibsen was at
that time the ra<- i ca l of radicals.
But Ibsen was not to be subdued by any ignorant attacks
upon his writings. Ke kept to himself, and s to au lastly
stuck to his belief that genius is born from solitude. .."herovo
is
he went, he was quiet and had little to say; hut all the
time his mind was in a state of continual evolution. Ke
had a terrihle moral earnestness that swept -away silly
conventions. He was swayed "by such words as Truth,
Justice and liberty. Show him a scene of injustice and
he will take his pen and write nbout it. Show him a lie,
and he will proceed to point out that the lie will :row
from a tiny root into a tree of falsehoods. Tell him
that a man is hound by the fetters of stern duty, and he
will scoff at you in the words of Hilda in The Liaster
Build er
"DutyJ iutyJ Duty! What a short, sharp, stinging
word .1"
This idea of Ibsen's straightforwardness is exemplified
in his play "Enemy of the People", through the character of
Dr. Stockmann. Lr. ~tjckmann finds out that the reputed
health resort is nothing but a place of disease, and he does
hesitate to declare the truth, although he knows that the
truth will cost him his position. This illustration exactly
portrays Ibsen. He sees wrong, and he tries to right it....
a t eIa . ikles3 task.
People are content to hold the Panglossian view; they
see no noed of change, and when Ibsen dared to wreck their
conventions he was met with bitter scorn. These people were
1. Collected .Vorks of Henrik Ibsen: V/illiam Archer Vol, 10 t
Page 215,

so completely submerged in their own world of hoity-toity
ignorance that they glanced askance at Ibsen's precociousness
and were shocked at such "immorality,"
But it was not "immorality"; these people merely used
that word to shroud the^'r own delinquencies. Henrik Ibsen
was far from "immoral"; he had not an obscene idea in his
head. He wrote problem-plays. He discussed two sides of
a Question and left the audience to make a reasonable
judgment. Ibsen had no use for cheap boudoir talk; he
wanted action. His plays were written primarily for
thinkers, -for men who can see beyond the "ashes of their
fathers, and the temples of their (rods."
Some one has called Ibsen a ressimist. This is
fallacious, for Ibsen doos not hold a dogmatic theory
that the world is wrong, and can never be righted, rather
his eternal cry i ••"right the wronp." He states the
condition of things and asks the people to repair them.
If you know the final scene of "Ghosts" you can
recall how very sorcid it was with Helen Alving leaning
over her son anc poing through the mental stru^le of 'to
murder or not to murder 1 . ^ut , withal its pessimism,
there was a splendid motif runnirg as an undercurrent to
that scene. "The sins of the father are visited upon the

children. ,T The theme of the play is trtiS, is it not?
Then why should Ibsen be called immoral and pessimistic
because he happened to have the mental faculties that
enabled him to subtly teach a lesson while giving
entertainment? The great Ibsen had a duty to perform
in this world; he, from early youth, had the desire to
become famous-but he desired to be worthy 3f that fame.
He refused to stagnate in the silent waters of his
forefathers, and his eternal cry was for others to be
as progressive.
In concluding this introduction I mie*ht add that
Ibsen has constructed in the course of his years a
relentless citadel that is guardec by c ornerst one
s
called Truth, liberty and Love. His advancement has
been nothing short of miraculous. His intellect has
developed with a logical precision which is unioue
among dramatists. The distance between his starting-
point and his present-day status is great, and the
intermediate stage can hardly be passed over slightly.
Ibsen has had three great periods of development
and curing each development his mind underwent a
chanpe hence, as new viev.s opened on him, he
rejected his old ideas.
to
5The important fact in this evolution is this:-
Ibsen's changes were always for the "best his outlook
grew "broader from stage to stage, until finally he
reached the criterion of perfection which marks him as
a dramatist today.
The remarkable development of Ibsen hae not been
merely • succession of advancements; hut rather I might
say it has been an everlasting and unbroken climb to the
tuamlt.

6CHAPTER ONE
Henrik Ibsen's ancestry is mingled with a
foreign strain, German, Scotch, German, and again
German. Jaeger says that not a drop of Norwegian
blood, had, by direct descent, any part in the
composition of Henri k Ibsen's tempers rent, v.hich
njvertheless has Deen styled "peculiarly Norwegian."
Probably this mingled ancestry will help us to
explain his isolation, and thus we can account for his
complete detachment from his native land. His Scotch
ancestors may have given him his puritanical and
straightforward attitude toward life while his German
forefathers may have been the cause of his individuality
and his fondness for constructive day-dreaming, so to
speak.
One of the most important features in speaking of
his ancestors is that Ibsen most nrobably derived all
his intellectual peculiarities from the female side of
the house. His grandmother is known to have been, for
her tire, an extraordinarily well eoucated v.-oman. She
was renowed for her gravity and taciturnity. Ibsen's
1. Life of Henrik Ibsen: Henrik Jaeger. Pagt 2.
•
7mother was also peculiarly reticent, and people found
her Generally uncommunicative. In direct contrast her
husband was a convivial soul who was always ready for
a jest and was much "beloved by his neighbors for his
generous hospitality. It is no wonder then that Ibsen's
nature was more or less contradictory, for it was divided
against itself at his birth. His father was merry; his
mother was sad how then could poor Ibsen pos ^ibly find
a "mean between," to use Aristotle's phrase?
2. HIS EARLY LIFF
Henrik Ibsen was born at -kisn, March 20, 1828,
the oldest child of his parents. It might be pertinent
to notice here that Ibsen and Tolstoy were born the same
year, but that Ibsen never even heard of him. This will
?ive us an idea of .just how much of an exile Henrik Ibsen
was
,
Skien was a little town on the southeast coast of
Norway; typical home of all the Philistines, and it
was correspondingly full of childish minds and lit'le
mean pretensions. One can easily see the influence of
such a town upon the broad mind of Ibsen, and wonder not

8at his antagonist :' c attitude toward it in later years.
Such a town as Skien "blooms too often in this world,
and not as often aoes it have a Genius in its midst
who can deride its smallness, and try, through su"btle
allusions, t right the wrong therein. How many of us
live in a Skian, and are choked to death between the
narrow walk of its false conventionalities? Henrik
Ibsen left this deadly atmosphere at the age of sixteen
perceiving even at that tender age the havoc that
"small-town" ideas may cause in the lives of the
inhabitants, finally snuffing out their 11 TBI with its
deadly poison.
Until Henrik Ibsen reached the afe of eight, he was
reared in the affluence of a patriciar. household, "^ut
suddenly his father became destitute, and from that time
forward until he was middle-aped Ibsen did not ret away
from the clutch of a wretched, pri nd ing poverty. His life
was a continual strupple agair6t adversity^ many times he
was forced to go without sufficient clothing, and often did
he suffer from the grim shadow of starvation. Yet withal
he plunged on and on, never for a moment slackening his
pace or taking a rest until he reached his goal. Embittered
by these hard years of servitude, how could he have escaped
acquiring an attitude of sombreness toward life and his

fellowme n?
His childhood via a colored by a drab dismalness
which took away any childish exuberance that might
have "been his. Some of the things that influenced
Ibsen's mind when he was "but a child are of a most
ghastly nature. For instance, the rigid laws of the
solemn church, the horrors of the prison, the threat
of the pillory and the terrors of the madhouse all
managed to iiEke an impression which cast a shadow
over his youthful lightheadedness and infused in
him a precocious gravity*
Ibsen really never had what one calls child-life.
He did not play like other children, rather his one
ambition was to keep away from them and not be
bothered by their heedless intrusions. It is a safe
assumption that Ibsen did a great deal of tliinking
during these childhood isolations, and that he managed
to become acquainted with a certain type of literature
which urged him on to constructive thinking. Also,
during his strange Adolescence, he became absorbed in
painting, and craved t o be 3ent to an art school. His
ambition was, of course, not realizable due to his
poverty; but the stick-t o-itiveness in Ibsen's makeup
permitted him to work diligently with pencil and brush
1. life of Henrik Ibsen: Henrik Jaeger, Par*e 13.
f!
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until he worked out the whimsical idea of painting figures
on cardboard, cutting them out and attaching them to little
blocks of wood so they could stand. _hen he would sit for
hours composing them into various groups to convey the idea
that an important event was "being discussed. This simple
pastime was the first indication of stagecraft in the future
dramatist and then he was only at the imrature ape of
fifteen. 1
T
.7hen Ibsen was sixteen he was sent to an apothecary at
Srirastad in order to learn the business, and he left SI ien
without any qualms; in fact he never returned there again
save a few short visits. And why should he? What had his
native town afforded him in cultural lines? Nothing, only
a mass of dead conventions, scenes that told of grim
tragedies, and poverty that had made him realize the power
of money over the power of ri ite ousness , - the se were his
souvenirs from the town of -i:ion,
He remained six years in Trims tad, a town that eoualled
Ski en in its d ead-al ivene ss . In the preface to "Catiline"
we learn what Ibsen's life was in the community. But,
although Trims tad was a sad period for Ibsen, he nevertheless
made the best of the situntion. He studied human nature and
watched the amusing antics of the townfolk. He stole hours
for study, and began to write poetry. It was here that Ibsen
f
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first "began to study human "beings and made the decision
that books were not half as convincing as people themselves.
Probably this is the reason why he remained peculiarly
"unbookish," a singular attitude in a man of letters.
3. EDUCATION AND EARLY WORKS
Ibsen became interested in medicine and started
the arduous task of preparing himself for entrance exam-
inations to the university, While studying Latin he read
Cicero and Sallust, and it is to these two readings that
Ibsen owes his first creative sffort-the tragedy of
"Catiline", I will speak sparingly of this drama; it is
almost unworthy of Ibsen's name, being more of a trial-
sheet than a complete play. "Catiline" is but a political
treatment in the form of a historical drama, and it shows
Ibsen's feelings at that period. Ibsen was determined to
make a name for himself, and after doing so, he was
perfectly content to die. "Catiline" as a whole, might
be the hysterical ravings of a clever madman.
It find in this nlay the two feminine characters,
Aurelia and l^uria, who are the germ of the two leading typos
of heroine that Ibsen in his later works immortalises:
Aurelia is the representation of fentle love, which sacrifices
rr
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all in her utter devotion, and Puria represents the
K.jordis type; the designing female who woaid cast away
the world to obtain her desire, and who would kill her
"beloved rather than lose him. In Puria and Hjordis, a
later character, we see a great similarity, and this
similarity is endless in its progress, for Ibsen has
always in his plays a relentless, selfish woman.
It is not to be wondered that "Catiline" is in many
respects a crude production. V/hat is more a wonder is that
it contains so much of the later Ibsen and overshadows the
trend of the poet's maturer period. One feels that this
play is weak, and that the author himself realizes its
weaknesses. At this period Ibsen -.vas scarcely what one
terms "educated"* he could hardly aspire to a remarkable
career in letters without a course in the classics which
wa3 the ornamental feather wherewith any crow-soul might
parade undiscovered among the peacocks of culture. 1
"Catiline" was not received by the public. Only thirty
copies of it ever found customers; the remains of the edition
were disposed of to a huckster, and "Catiline" became more
shreds of paper. 3ut the indomitable Honrik kept relentlessly
on his wayi
A second "infant-play" called "The ..'arrior'a Tomb" was
performed at the ^hristiania Theatre. It dealt with tender
1. Commentary on the -ritingB of Henrik Ibsen: H. H. Boyoson.
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romance and did attract some notoriety for the author,
Ibsen then followed this by "St. John's I'ight", a play
that was full of fairy lore and truly never amounted to
much in helping Ibsen to climb the ladder of the skilled
play-wright • A more significant piece of work was "Norma",
or a "Politician's Love" which scourged Norwegian politics
and displayed in the germ some of Ibsen's later ideas
concerning community politics. This play was never published
in book-form,
From this point Ibsen made a rapid progress, for in the
year of 1857 he wrote "Lady Inger of Ostrat", a tragedy that
really claims a place on his list of plays and is the father
of his later dramas. .Ye will hear more of this play later;
it is sufficient here to remark that Ibsen is entirely himself.
He studied no books; he copied no special forms of v.riting;
he was startinply eccentric in his individual views, even «s
a youth, and yet, unprepared as he was, he, today, holds an
esteemed place in the world of belles-lettres,
4. TRAINING HE RECEIVED FOR HIS PROFESSION
(a ) STUDY OF BOOKS
Ibsen was in no sense of the word a student.
He was « youth who was full of the zest of living, and
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genuinely interested in human beings. The Revolution
that set lurope in a turmoil acted as a spark to young
Ibsen's restless spirit, and he enthusiastically ;?ave
his support to those who sought their freedom "by way
of verse-writing. These verses caused comment in the
community of Srimstad, ana brought him disgrace anil
social extinction. But the young and undeveloped genius
only twisted his sword the more grippingly in the side of
the provincial town, and determined to air his personal
views at any cost. How pertinent is Ibsen's attitude in
this minor affair, and how clearly it "brings home the idea
that "the child is father o" the nan J" Just picture this
greenhorn apothecary-apprentice daring to speak aloud of
things which the philistia hardly mumbled of even in he
privacy of their kitchens. Is this not a premature
glimpse of Ibsen——the man who holds such a sco.nful
attitude toward those v/ho call themselves pillars of
society?
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(b) STUDY 07 HUMAN NATURE
In the month of I.larch, (1850) Ibsen arrived at
Chri stiania to complete his studies which would enable him
to enter the university. This period appears to he the
only one where he did po through a definite "study-period,"
for here he entered a school kept hy He It "berg, a man who
prepared students for the university. Ihsen did not pass
hia examinations; hut one cannot stress too much the fact
that he profited much hy He It "berg 1 s teachings and that it
probably pave him another chance to study human nature, and
that of a much different variety from Skien or GrimstadI
(c) MA1IAGER OF THEATRE
Ibsen was a year and a half in ChristianJ and he
was still a poor nan with no evident prospects of bettering
his financial conditions, though he labored endlessly in
every conceivable form of literary work. 3ut the power of
will was in him; he would not take failure, and in Kovembor,
1851, he was appointed stape-manarer of the Bergen Theatre.
There is no question that this position was the
first solid stepping stone of Ibsen's stairway to fame.
<i
It gave hiffl ample opportunity to study dramatic technique,
and we all knov; that skill is derived from experience.
The dramatist who has been a stage-manager has stored
up for himself a great deal of knowledge. For instance,
Ibsen learned during this stage how to tell whether a play
will "go over" or "fall flat", to use stage vernacular; he
learned that the audience is very important in determining
the future success of the play being performed; he learned
that a little twist in a scene will make the drama success-
ful, or on the other hand, cause its failure. Thus we can
not forget for one moment the importance of the fact that
Ibsen became so intimately connected with the stage; but
for this association he might never have acquired that
mastery of dramatic technique which is so greatly admired
in his plays.
*
5, MARRIAGE MD PRIVATE LItfE
Ibsen married the daughter of the well known
authoress, Llagdalene Thoronsen. »Ve might think that
Ibsen 1 s chance for a happily wedded life would be thwarted
by his passionate quest for individuality and liberty.
Everywhere wo hoar of his eccentricities . V/e know from
1. Life of Honrik Ibsen: Jae -er. Pare 69.
<t
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"Love's Comedy," that he i s wary of love-matches, and we
recall his "Doll's House" with a knowing wag of the head;
Uora and Torvald
,
seemingly the happy couple, lived
together for years only to arrive at the frightful conclusion
that they were ill-mated. These dramas, along with various
others, would prove that Ibsen held a cynical view toward
matrimony; it is true that he did, hut nevertheless
Henrik Ibsen married Susannah Duae Thorensen, and stayed
married to her and according to biographer s^- , never had a
desire to leave her.
Obviously Susannah Ibsen (ne'e Thorensen) was a wonderful
woman, for there is no doubt that the genius must have been
very exacting, and not only did she bear with his bluntne3ses
and edges of his character; but she learned to make him
happy, and stranger still, to be happy herself in the security
of his captured affection.
2
Henrik Ibsen and his wife lived in harmony for a full
half of a century, and although he wrote satires on marriage,
yet he himself bore his bondage with an agreeable acquiescence,
never once at tern; ting to break the link.
It might "be well here to give a miniature description of
Henrik Ibsen. He wa3 a man of small stature, but
1. Life of Henrik Ibsen: Jaoror. Page 98.
2. Life of Henrik Ibsen: Jaeger. Page 88.
t
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nevertheless he was a man of striking appaarance. His
forehead was impressively high and his hair was white to
the point of snowiness. Ibsen's face was a clear mirror
through which the man's inner soul was revealed; his lips
were generally in one straight, compressed line, Jaeger"*"
said that Ibsen's whole countenance gave the look of having
just come to some determination. His whole frame emanated
power, and in regard to his physical condition it has Ik en
said he was never ill.
The reason for Ibsen's fine health was probably
his strict adherence to regulations. He made habits of
working and rarely changed them, even to suit his own
conven ience
.
Jaeper2 tells us:
"He rises at seven in summer, in winter a little
later. He takes a very long time to dress, for
he has acnuired the habit of walking to and fro
and thinking out his compositions while perform-
ing his toilet, which occupies him alone an hour
and a half. He then takes a lipht breakfast and
aa the clock strikes nine he sits down to work.
He 8 tops work at one, and takes a walk before his
midday meal. In the afternoon he reads, takos a
lipht supper, and poos early to bod,"
1. Life of Henrik Ibsen: Jaeger. Pago 244
2. Life of Henrik Ibsen: Jaer ^r. Page 245
c
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With these ±lg fcs in mind, is it not easy to understand
the methodical workings of his mind and see why his plays all
carry that definite air of "going toward a goal?" I"bsen
himself knew what he wanted; he wasted no moments palavering
with time. His life worked as regularly as some great clock,
and it ticked away with a steady momentum that was magnificent
in its equilibrium,
6. HIS DEATH
The young Ibsen was grave, silent and taciturn,
so it is only natural that with increasing years his reserve
should increase into a still deeper state of taciturnity.
He talked very little, and was especially silent in crowds.
Ibsen resembled the old time monks in that he was not quite
at ease unless he was poring over books, or shuffling papers
about his desk in preparation for work,
Ibsen's last days were passed in the Norwegian capital,
These days brought him the gratification of every imaginable
luxury. He was wealthy; he was famous as the world's
recognized chief play- v.r ight ; he had distinctions, and he
was in every sense of the word, a celebrity. But let us not
forget his early struggle against adversity; let us remember
him when he went without food, without clothing, and without
friends, and let us ponr.or upon the remarkable transition

£0
that took place "between 1850 and 1900. Ibsen was a
first handed example of the self-made mam.
He died in May 23, 1906, at the age of seven -1- "-
nine years. The last six years of his life were darkly
clouded "by tragic fate; he was doomed to the earse of
enurced inactivity, and his splendid mind, which had
stirred the country to so much controversy "by its unique
individuality, now took on the form of a crumbling
structure, worn and decayed "by overuse Henrik Ibsen,
the perfect artist wis, at his death, mentally infirm.
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CHAPTER TV/O
THE PHILOSOPHY OF I BSEN AS REVEALED THROUGH
HIS WOBC
On looking "back over Ibsen's early life we
corns to the conclusion that he was gratified in taking
such a cynical stand against the world. He suffered
cruelly from injustice, and he found very few friends
whom he could call 'true.' It is r.o vender, then, that
his works reveal a philosophy of life which is far from
cheerful
.
Boyesen-*- remarked that he got the impression through
reading his works that Ihsen was born old. This early
maturity ma.y have been due to the cramped circumstances
of his childhood; for we cannot forget that it was such
ghastly places as the -pillory, the jail, and the mad-house
which fascinated him curing the psychological impress- ion-
is tic ape.
Ibsen never indulged in pastimes. He was a stickler
for duty-first, and his shy na-ure would havt kept him from
participating in youthful games even had he so desired. His
shyness developed into stem reserve, and he walked alone,
content with hie own company.
1. The Writings of Henrik IhBen: Boyesen. Pare 49.
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There is an apparent contradiction in Ibsen's
admiration of despotism and his desire to abolish the
stete with all its restraining agencies. He lDves despotism,
hozever, not as an ultimate condition, but as an indispen-
sable transitional stage in the education of the races. His
despotism is part of what is the only positive content of
his philosophy; for example, the wholesome discipline of
sorrow and the educative power of suffering. There is
scarcely a single one of his maturer plays in which this
lesson is not more or less directly enforced.
fl) THE WHOLESOIB DISCIPLINE OF SORRO',7
The wholesome disciplire of sorrow is one of
Ibsen's pot theories. He loves to make an individual suffer
the torments of the damned and this idea is brought out in
"Lady Inper of ^strat" when she realizes that her illicit
love affair i s to be discovered by the world, and also in
the cese of her dauphter, ~line, who finds out that Hill
Lykke was her slater 1 ! betrayer, after she had sold her
soul to him for a few false endearments. ~ach character of
Ibsen's is doomed to suffer; this crucifixion of char- cters
at tines goes to an extreme; always in the forepround of his
dramas there is some individual being hurled through space
1. The writings of Henrik Ibsen: Boyesen. Pap® 12.

S3
by the power of convention and crying out in anguish
for someone to save him from complete destruction.
(2) EDUCATIVE P0WB8 OF SUFFERING
His second pet theory is the educative power
of suffering! This is more of an optimistic phil os ophy,
for here Ibsen tries to tell his audience that the man
who can come through hitter anguish is always the better
for his struggle. He infers that sufferirg is a sickness
which purges the body of sediment and allows the stricken
one to rise from his bed a better and wiser individual for
the illness. Take Consul Bernick as an example of this
idea; he is one of the pillars of society, and he was
accepted in his community as a worthy and respected dig-
nitary. But he was not; he was everything that a man
should not have been. And v;hen he realized that his
iniquities were to become town-gossip, he trembled with
apprehension. He suffered agony upon agony as he felt
himself submerged under an accumulation of evidence which
wo::ld soon ostracize him from hie people. But what did
Ibeen do? He subtly changed Bernick from a bumptious
villein into a weeping hero, for without hesitation Bernick
unveils his past to the people and does not spare the details.
Thus Bernick has, through the pain of suffering, b< cone
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educated; he no longer tries to shield his wickedness, hut
strives to cleanse himself of his sins by way of confession.
According to Ibsen, suffering or a guilty conscience is one
of the most educative powers upon this earth.
B. HIS MORBIDNESS
Henrik Ibsen was protebly one of the most morbid
of men. He dwelt upon tragedy; his own life was so filled
with sadness, that he could onl; believe others met with
the same disillusions.
At an early age he acquired that serious gaze which
sees but the death's head at the banquet of life; he refused
to be cajoled into complaisance by such transitory pleasures
as music, flowers and parties. Y/henever he did deign to go
to a gathering, he stood more or less apart from the crowd,
so that they might easily feel that he was sneering at their
levity and high spirits. He was the type of man whose wine
was spoiled by the drop of gall in the goblet, and he v/ould
cast his glass away contemptuously.
Ibsen despised small-talk and avoided it much as he
would a rattl- snake. For him there was no greater ?in then
indulging in a conversation that meant the besmirching of
someone's character. He remained silent, and there were times
when he would net even smile, although people about him might
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"be making hilarious laughter at some remark they dubbed
"funny.
"
Henri k Ibsen had a most weird attachment for tragedy
and sadness. Jaeger^- says that if Ibsen ever attended a
ball he was certain that he (Ibsen) would stand aside
meditating on all the sorrow and misfortune which lurked
in the background beneath the cheerful surface, and he
would wonder how many of the dancers were waltzing only
to forg-t their woes. Ibsen always found a particular
charm in dwelling on traric images. He seemed to sum up
life's constituents in three phrases: to long, to hope,
and to be o isappoint ed •
He feels that fate is always turning her wheel
against the god of fortune, and that no sooner does
fortune fall at your feet when wily fate codes along
and whisks it away, placing in its stead a masB of
cold, dead sea-fruit.
He considers life as t gaj pageant in which we
find no pleasure. Ibsen is in ill humor with humanity
and the plan of creation, and he spends his tine trying
to ehow what a paltry, contemptible lot men are and how
aimless, futile, and irrational is their existence on
this earth, with its chaotic strivings and bewildered
1. Li fe of Henrik lb sen: Jaeger. Pare 54.
<
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endeavors . To him tragedy is the breath of life, and
sadness is the machine that fans this breath.
Ibsen's whole life was completely estranged from
human intercourse. 'Whether Ibsen believed himself
mentally superior to his fellow-mates, or whether his
seeming austerity was due to his shy, reticent nature is
hard to determine. Prom the study of his works and his
life, I arrive at the conclusion that the latter cause
most -probably erected the barrier betv.een the world and
the great dramatist. As we have seen, his youth was
unhappy; he saw unfairness, injustice and cruelty run
rampant through the by-roads of life and he suffered
terribly from an emotional reaction to these indignities.
Eis own fellov/men turned areinst him, as we know, and
this fact hurt Ibsen very much; he drew himself closer and
closer in that shell of reticence that was to mark his
later years. No matter at what angle we may look at him,
we can see that there is the stuff of true trapedy in
Ibsen's life. He ran against obstacles; he met with dis-
appointment tfter disappointment; he saw intrigue and
political machinations covet the property of the righteous;
he faced desolate days and hungry nights. Is it any wonder
then, that he kept himself aloof from the world, that he
remained a stern and solitary pilgrim, a looker-on, but
1. Writings of Ibeen: Boyesen. Pare 49,
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never a partaker in the life of his a~e?
One might wonder if his hardened-heart would have
softened if he went out among the pure country fields,
-
and "breathing in the fresh air, purged his body of mar "bid
poisons. If he had gone where he would have seen only
clean love, heard children's laughter and "been kissed by
faithful lips would he have found the "joy of life",
would he have reconciled himself to the world, and instead
of calling people "creature s"» .vould not he have blessed
them with the name of "God's children?" It is too la:e
to tell, now—-but the psychologists never forget to tell
us that "environment" rates a high percentage in making or
breaking a person and Ibsen's environment was the most
unfortunate of all unfortunate enviroiir.ents
•
1. 'writings of Henri): Ibsen: Boyeeon. Pa -e 50.
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C. IBSEN'S ATTITUDE TOWARD HIS BELLOWHSI
Of course, Kenrik Ibsen had chosen friends,
fri enc s he kept throughout his life. But withal he had
an inner dislike for certain types of r.en and this
dislike cropped out in his dramas. Ke handled his
antagonistic attitude toward them deftly "but nevertheless
he leaves his black mark ever-present against them. Take
for instance, "Ghosts"; here Ibsen simply gives us the most
revolting idea of a clergyman in the character of Pastor
Tenders. He i s painted as a weak, namby-pamby sort of fool
who commits the greatest follies under the name of religion.
Ibsen also strikes at clergyman in his "TCild Duck .."
There i s no doubt in regard to Ibsen's dislike for
lawyers. A pertinent example is found in the character of
Brock, a middle-aged, aristocretic libertine end epicurean
viveur who plays the part of Hedda 'Ja'bler's silver lining
in her matrimoni&l sky. Brock is the revolting type of man
who has the prudence to cover up his trtcks and the dis-
cretion to avoid scandal, I say revolting because he presents
himself a fipure of holiness to the community hiding his
rotten self under the armour of righteousness. Brock could
have been in eny kind of businees; but Ibien takes special
pleasure in making him a "lawy .j
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Any reader acquainted with "Doll's House" remembers
Torvald Helmer, that handsome, good-natured "but utterly-
colorless individual who is the spirit of selfishness,
and Ibsen makes him a lawyer; he seems to delight in
making the profession the buffet of his innuendoes.
Mr. Urogstad—-also in this play is depicted as a
disreputable lawyer who blackmails Bora as easily as he
would eat his breakfast. Ilrogstad is that vile, low
masculine type that all gentlemen scorn and all women
fear, and Ibsen maizes him a lawyer J
It i s not strange that Ibsen should have an aversion
to scholars, for his own life was denied education aril
vet he was completely a "man of letters." As Ibsen delights
in making the lawyer a scalawag, so he delights in presenting
fools under the galas of "sc.olars." Dr« George Tesman, a
young scholar (Hedda Gabler) and an aspirant for a vacant
professorship is a typical representation of Ibsen f s
"Scholars". he is a savant, a pedantic clown, who enjoys
surrounding himself with the oust of ancient ] •. ; : - am
in sniffing the smell of musty folios1 . Tesman makes as
foolish a husband as a scholar and toachor, thereby giving
Ibsen a chance to prove that scholars are no uso for
anything even as husbands.
1. V/ri tings of Ibsen: Boyesen. Page 293.
!r
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!r. I-roll (Rosnersholm ) is the headmaster of a public
school; he is a teacher and being a teacher Ibsen paints
him with no tinted brushes. Kroll is the tale-bearer; he
causes the unhappiness between Kebecca ^nd Kosmer and seems
to be satisfied with the results. Arnholm (lady from the Sea)
is another example of Ibsen's dislike for scholars, also Alfred
Aimers (Little Eyolf ) is a scholar and Ibsen makes him out
a fool. Ibsen does not scoff at knowledge; but it is evident
he has little faith in those who carry its flag, for in none
of his plays does he ever defend scholars or teacners.
V.'ith one profession, however, Ibsen was in sympathy; that
was the rofession of medicine, lever did he treat a physician
discourteously fin his -plays). They always seem d to come out
of the cram as as complete as they went in; they never suffered
his scorn nor met with his criticism. Dr. Selling (Wild Duck)
is the ouiet professional type of man so admirable to us, and
Ibsen fives him the charitable position of one whose chief
aim in life was to make happiness and harr ony rrevail over
sorrow and dissen8ion. Er. Helling cheers up Hjalmar and
poade him on; he also saves the self-respect of his bibulous
friend, Volrik, by persuading hiir. that hie habit of drinking
is controlled by some inner and jrreat force. In short, Tr.
Railing is a man among men.
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nr. Vangel (The Lady from the Sea) is a cultivated,
kindly and honorable ir.an . Ibsen presents him in the light
of a modern SolDmon--permi tting his wisdom and sound
reasoning to keep Ellida, his wife, from the romantic
attachment of "The Stranger .
"
Thus Ibsen takes the three professions Law, Divinity
and Physic, and slices them into pieces, casting the
first two aside, only claiming medicine as the worthy
profession. He also tosses aside the profession of
teaching, and uses, in his writings, every means to show
the ue-ly side of this profession. '"hile it is not for us
to criticize Ibsen's judgment, yet I think using his
environment ap-ain as my basis he was perfectly justified
in taking the stend that he does, for /e muct remember,
Henrir. Ibsen was seeing always "the darker side of life."
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LADY INGEB OP OS TEAT
The source of this play ia historical. It dates
back to that period when Norway was going through a period
of national degradation. The real Lsdy Inger was Fra Inger
Ottisdatter alienlove who was a very important woman during
the sixteenth century. She was acclaimed to be very patri-
otic; bat research has proven later that her -nstrio^ism was
stirred by the desire for glory and for social position.
Ibsen has taken this historical figure and painted her with
the rosy tint of an artist's imap-inat ion.
The scene orens in a castle and we find the peasarts
of Norway, groaning under the "Danish yoke, asking lady Inger
to furnish them with arms in order to revolt acainst the
oppressors. Lady Inger desires to help them, but her hands
are tied because her son ar. illeci tina te child lorn of an
illicit love affair before her marriape with the Swedish
Chancellor Sten Sture. She ha t: nev r seen this eon because
he was taken away from her by the father immediately after
his birth. Though she has married and borne three other
children, they can never take the place of this first born
child.
Thus the central theme of the play ia the story of o
mother who plunp-es into intrigue and crime in order to ;jid an
unknown son who in the en- becomes her victim. She gambles
(i
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everything for him and in the end has him murdered
believing him to be the legitimate son of Sten Stare.
Eer mistake is discovered -when a ring is found about the
murdered boy's neck. Ibsen has used all the melodramatic
situations here for he has the tense scene where Lady
Inger stends outside while Olaf kills the suppcs ed Sten
Stensson, and he has the stirring climax of lady Inger's
realization that she has murdered her own son. Her Ory is:-
"The ring! The ring! Sten Sture's ring J Oh God,
Oh 'Tod, -my son J 1
The sub-plot of this play is the violent fascination
that Elaine, her daughter has for Nils Lykke, the betrayer
and rr&c tica 1 murderer of her sister, Lucia. In this -tory
Ibsen allows a splendid type of pirl to become seduced by a
man whom she knows is dangerous. 'hen Elaine first meets
Nils she scorns his attentions. She casts his gift of
flowers at his feet, and refuses to be anything but conde-
scending to him. Yet in the last scene she gives him her
body. She clinrs to him and tells him that she uaB v.aited
only for his coming. All the time Hill Lykke is only
playing his pert. He has no use for . laine except to urge
her to free him from the Castle. "Tien he went to her rtom,
he went not desirous and amorous, but ^ather es a Tudae
he kiesed her only to betray her. Before he entered her
1. Collected "'orks of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer. Vol. I.
PLge 322.
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room, he contemplated:
"Elaine! Ah, if that could be I Were it possible
to And why should I not? Am I not still
myself? Says not the sonp;-
Fair maidens a-many they sigh and they pine
"Oh, God, that Nils Lykke were mine, mine,
mine
.
The lines of 8 conceited, cocksure Ton Juan. In fact
Iba«n T s Kils Lykke reminded me of "orilla's "Don Juan de
Tenorio. " In the face of one wrong they could comnit
another Kill Ly>/:e seduced and left Lucia to go home and
pine away, yet he worried not about betraying her sister.
Ton Juan would 8e< uce his own daughter born of an illicit
love affair fifteen years back, neither men had a conscience.
"The Lady of Ostrat" was one of the gloomiest plays I
have ever read. An oppressive sadness pervades the piece
from beginning to end. It is too grave, it savours too much
of tombs and coffins. The spectre of death dances like some
triumphant ghost from act to act.
Elaine's talk wi th her mother in the first act reveals
a shocking case of maternal l&Snesa. V/e hear that she forces
her eldest daughter, Terete, into an unhappy marriape, that
her aecond child, Lucia lies coffined in the vaults because
1. Collected V'orks of Henrik Ibsen: Willier. Archer. Vol. I.
Page 320.
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Lady Inger's indomitible will broke the girl's spirit,
and that she herself, f^laine ) is probably to be martyred
on love's alter to farther the mother's ends.
Ibsen reveals in this play a sordidnese of life and
a futility of living. The Tot her, for all her intrip-ue,
ended in murdering her only son, and Flaine waiting with
the glory of youth for her Prince finally sells her soul
for the paltry sum of a few false endearments to a man who
has practically murdered her beloved sister. V.'e leave
Flaine, frantic after learning that Nils was Lucia's
secucer, groaning that he has "L^ade shipwreck of my
s oul. n
And the curtain fells upon the prostrate mother who
can orly cry out:
"V/hat lack I? One coffin more.
A grave beside my child
1. Collected V/orka of Her^rik I 8en : V.'illiam Archer, Vol 1
Pare 392.
II
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TE~ F£A3T AT SOIF/IUS
In the preface to this play, Ibsen writes:
The Feast at Solhaug like all my other dramatic
works, is an ireviteble outcome of the tenor of my life
at a certain period."1 "The tenor of my life at a
certain period." How true this statement is! For certainly
it is always the genius of Ibsen that writes, spontaneously...
like a spark which ignites against the friction of a magnetic
ne tal.
There is no doubt that during the writing of this play
Ibsen was rr.uch influenced by the French School. "The Feast
at Solhaug" has that crispness of dramatic action which
narks the French plays. For instance, th re are misunder-
standings kept up throuph the carrful avoidance of the use of
prop' r :ares; there is the cup of poison that cones into so
nany hands, but is never ensured, and through all these sit-
uations one finds an ingeniue dovetailing of incidents.
The p]ot is fclipht. V'e have the rivalry of an older and
a younger woran for the love of a men who is proscribed on an
unjust accusation end is pursued by the king's emissaries,
"'heee two women are sifters, I.'argit and Signe, and the dramatic
conflict is brourht on by the visit of the outlawed ftudmund
,
after seven years' absence, to the house of Benrt, and to whom
1« Collected '.Tories of Henrik Ibsen: VTilliem Archer: Vol. I
Pare 112.
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?.!argit is espoused in an unhappy marriage. Her youthful
passion for E dmund returns; hut he turns hie affection
toward Signe, the younger sister. V/hen Bfergit discovers
their love-affair, she attempts to poison her hushand
,
Bengt, thinking that Gudmund mif-ht love her again if she
v,ere free. Her attempt is thv.arted by a kind fate, and
later a still kinder fate chooses to set her free hy
having 3engt felled in battle.
The drama rushes to a swift climax, and the play ends
with Signe and Gudmund .joining hands, while T'argit males
rtrady to retire into a nunnery.
"The Feast At Solhauff" is not as gloomy as "lady Inger."
In fact, we might dare to say it was cheerful; that is, as
cheerful a piece as Ibsen might ever write. He chose to
ellevitte Ifargit'l torture of an u? harpy boneae*e by killing
off Bengt an unexpected consideration from one like Ibsen
whose ruling law ie the wholesome discipline of sorrow. He
gives ue, also, a worthy lover, Oudn.und , who seeks not to
betray women like his predecessor , Kill Lykke ; but rather to
aid them and to befriend them. "rucmund loved for love's Mkt
T'ilo Lykke loved for mere physical sensations and for egotist-
ical Purposes.
Thie play has been denounced by Ibsen, himeelf, who has
admitted it to be one of the weakest things in the c^non of
hie works. Bat, on the whole, the piece diSTlays a g&thering
•<
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of speed toward higher achi ever.en ts in dramatic
technicue. Ibsen, in this play, fore-ets melodrama;
he does not tinge every word with subtle irony; he tries
to allow some of life's illusions to pass urscathed from
the destructive criticism of his microscopic glances.
In fact, as William Archer writes in his "Introduction to
The Pea st of Solhaug:-"
"There is a certain lilting melody in many
passages, and the whole play has not unfairly
been said to possess the charm of a northern
summer night in which the glimmer of twilight
gives place only to the ?leam of morning.
1. Collected Works of Henri k Ibsen: William Archer: Vol. I
Pbpo 37.
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THI^ YIQ1TGS AT HELGELAHU
"The Vikings of Helgoland" is distinctly related
to mythical material, and Ibsen is directly indebted to the
Yolsunp>Saga for the basis of his play. Yet, withal, he
does not fail to keep it plainly "Ibsenit e for his ideas
and attitudes toward life are revealed as only Henrik Ibsen
can reveal them. He resolutely deviated from the ancient
story, and was free to follow his own course in the delin-
eation of character.
The plot of this story is simple, and it is during this
drama that Ibsen first treats the theme with vhich leter he
becomes so much concerred the necessity of truth as the
basis for ^very human relation; for it is the lie vhich ^urrar
and Signrd conspire to tell that is the root of the whole
tra pedy •
Mannar is a simple man, utterly inefficient, and he goes
to Sipurd seeking his aid to win the beautiful Hiordis who,
durir.fr a banquet, makes the st? temert that any man may win
her who slews the terrible bear that guards her room. Sigurd
takes upon himself the part of the magnanimous hero and per-
forms the deed. He carries away Hiordis end gives her to
^unnar, and she believes ell the while that it was ftunnar vtoo
slew the beast.
Bat 'egny, the wife of Sigurd, when she hears of the story
f
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from her husband "becoir.es infuriated at the corardly act
of Gunner. She, in a moment of anger, tells Hi ordie the
truth.
''It shall not be hidden, I held my peace till thou
didst nock at my father and my dead brothers; I held my
peace while Ornulf was here, lest he should learn that
Thorolf fell by a dastard's hand. But now, praise Gunner
nevermore for that deed in Iceland; for 3unrar is a coward.'
The sword that lay drawn between thee and the bear- slayer
hangs at my husband's sice the ring thou didst take from
thy arm thou gavest to Sigurd. (Takes it off and holds it
aloft ). Behold it
Prom this moment on Hiordis became as a madwomen. Jhe
sought revenge; she became fierce, gloomy and fearful. Her
fury incited men to discord, and she revealed in the thought
of bloodshed and murder. hen Sipurd finally reveals to her
hie love, she decides to have him, at all cost. The rrice
ie heavy, for she, herself, murders him t -it beinp: the only
medium through which he can ever be hers. She cries to hin:-
"Sirurd, my brother,-now art thou mine at lest."
and his reply was:-
"!!ow loss than ever. Here our ways rart ; for I am
a Chr i stia n man •
1. Collected orke of ! 'enrik Ibsen: William Archer Vol. II Page 67
8. Collected '.Torke of Henrik Ibaen : William Archer Vol. II Page 11(
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The drains ends with a touch of irony, for both Lagny
and Gunnar still believe that the two were true. lagny thinks
Hiordis killed Sigurd from great hatred, and Sunnar thinks that
she has slain Sigurd to keep him from engaging in a combat with
him; a combat that was to have taken place the rext morning.
Ibsen, even in this drama, does not lose his sense of
satire. He keeps his cynical attitude toward love, and allows
each character to be deprived of his beloved. One of the most
powerful scenes in this play is that of Ornulf's return whore
he is bewailing the loss of his sons in battle-—and finds out
that CJunnar has just murdered his only surviving 1 son, Thorol f
•
"e can see here that Ibse: is destined for future heights as a
pla ywr ight , for already at an early age he has achieved the art
of stage technioue. His exposition, development, and the
carrying on of the interest from a ct to act is rerfectly well
done, and he shows a particularly fine aptitude for f?T8 dually
lifting veils, and making each new discovery involve a striking
change in the relations of the characters to one another. This
aptitude he manifests to e still greater extreme La his later
play called "Ghosts."
'/Then I consider "The Vikinrs at Helgoland" as a single
rlay, there is much to be criticised; but my duty here is to
consider it as one of many, and, in doing so I can see clearly
what a magnificent process of development Ibsen is destined to
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go through. Take, for instance, the character of Hiordis
in comparison to Hedda Gahler— -is it not easy to perceive
that already Ibsen is on the rosd to depicting revengeful
w:men? In Hjordis he subconsciously lays the foundation
for his later feminine characters characters such as
tfora He lmer, Helen Alving and Hebecca Test.
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LOVE'S COMEDY
This play "Love's comedy" was received with an
outburst of indignation simply because to a certain class
of people it was imroral. But that was a poor excuse;
the play had many faults, but immorality was not among
them. In the first place the chara cter-drav.ing is often
crude, the action though full of effective by-play, is
extremely slight, and the sensational climax has little
to do with human nature.
"Love's Comedy" is not a satire; it i s more than a
satire. Ibsen's exuberant humor has a bitter core, and
the laughter, that rin<?s through it, is the harsh,
implacable laughter of Carlyle. 'he real tting of this
piece lay in the merciless portrayal of the trivialities
of r ersons, or clasteL, high in their own esteem. Ibsen
was bored with the conventionalities of his time; namely,
the shrill raptures of aunts and cousins over an engaged
pair; the satisfied srrile of enterprising mothers as they
reckon up the tale of daughters safely married off tinder
their auepices, and the asinine goo-gooing of spinsters
over the inevitable blushing-bride-to-be.
The situation of the play is this:
Mrs . Hal on has two daughters who are beloved by two
r
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men---a theological student, Lind who loves Anna, and a
poet, Fa lk, -ho cares for Svanhild. Lind and Annt are
caurrht by conventions, and settle down into the common-
place life of home and babies. But ?alk and Svanhild are
more clairvoyant. They see before them two instances of
a rorance-gone-cold . One case is Styver who for years
has aspired to the hand of 10.88 Jay; but la cuestion
d 'arpent has hindered them from marrying, and no?;, practical
end middle-aged, they see only marriage as a business-like
partn ^rship. Once I'iss Jay tri^s to revive the old glamour
o f rone nee :
"How let's be tender] Look how softly floats
' ueen Luna on her throne o'er lawn and lee!--
'"ell, but you are not looking]
but Styver responds gloomily:
"Yes, I see
;
I'm thinking of promissory notes. "*
For Hi 88 Jay and Styver the pot of po]d at the end of
the rainbow has proved to be only en earthen were full of
grinning things that mock at any romantic aspirations.
A second case of love withering with age is the
Keverend I'r, Straarand and hie wife, L'^ren. They married
under the most romantic conditions; but alk and Svanhild
find thorn at middle-ape, mildly prosperous t-nJ parents to
1. Collected Yorka of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer. Vol. I.
Page 219.
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twelve children; "with a near prospect of the thirteenth."
Life seems to Falk and Svanhild as something sordid.
They figure that marriage mates people lose their individ-
ualities v/hich "become submerged in the mere effort to provid e
for numerous offspring. They picture marriage as nothing
more than animal-life-— there is a "birth there is "breeding
and there is death.
It is in order to escape this lot tint Falk and SvanhiH
f
after having tasted the pure "bliss of love's avowal, resolve to
separate rather than face the certainty of being gradually
swamped in the slowly torturing disillusionising trivialities
of matrimony. How could they keep the rosy "bloom of physical
love awake if they were continually pressed for money? How
could they retain their equanimity of temper if their spirit-
ual selves were shattered to bits by mundane worries?
So, they decide that marriage for them is impossible and
Svanhild tosses away talk's ring, crying joyously-
"Now for this earthly life I have forgone thee,-
But for the life eternal I have won thee J
Thus ibsen shows that "marriage for love" is an
institution beset with pitfalls. Hathor he praises the
French idea of "raariare de convonance. n This "mariage de
covenance" is Ibsen's only defense of matrimony. Lot
marria-e be something as cool as a business arranro-.ent
—
1. Collected Works of Henrik Ibsen: '.Villi am Archor: Vol. I. Pa -e 243
2. Collected Works of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer: Vol « pa£*e 300
«
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let not the mystical moon beguile you into an institution
that fetters your -soul with heavy chains---be free from
the passion of a youthful love so that the dying embers
of old age may not feel too chilling upon your withering
body so runs Ibsen's advice as I gleaned it from
the three acts of "Love's Comedy."
c
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TIE PRETENDERS
This play of Ibsen may be proposed as a model
to other historic dramatists, because any inventions that
he has added to this play supplement rather than contradict
the historic records. In this play Ibsen covers a period
of twenty two years, between the folkmote in Bergen, 1218,
and Skule's death, 1240, and the leading characters are
absolutely historical.
Although the action of this drama belongs to the
thirteenth century, yet Ibsen has made the problem a modern
one. Briefly, it is a tragedy of doubt. Hakon is the
serene, self-assured, and confident man; ikule is the man
of self-questioning and the man of indecision in fact,
doubt paralyses his will in the moment when indecision is
suicidal. Ibsen has painted Skule with a deft hand, Y»a
can see that his thirst for glory, his insatiable cesire
for power predicts the tragic doom which finally betakes
him.
Prom the very start of the play the anthithesis between
the two pretenders is strongly marked
,
for the scene opens
with Hakon, self-assured and secure, standing outside the
church awaiting the outcome of his mother's ordeal---for
Hakon had permitted her to submit to the ordeal of bearing
glowing irons in order to prove he is the son of King Hakon
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Soerres on-— "but Skule, who stands on the opposite side of
the square, is distracted with hope and fear, and is rest-
less and uneasy, Tven after the ordeal has "been announced
successful, Skule refuses to accept the verdict, hut insists
upon a vote by the assembled warriors which results in
Hakon's favor.
,
"hen, okule offers in marriage his daughter,
Margaret, to "akon, meanwhile continuing his intrigue a ga inst
the ~ing.
One of the outstanding characters in this play was
"Bishop Nicholas. Phis clergyman is endorsed with
I'e phi st ophelia n characteristics, and plays the pert of the
unswerving villain, for he continues his sinful plottings
until his death-—and even after that he r. turns from hell
as an evil ghost who urges Skule to kill his own grandson---
I.^argaret's child.
It seems to me that -ishop Nicholas provides the
"conflict"' in this play, for it is he who encourages Jkule
in his nefarious intrigues against Hakon; it is he who,
(fearing that Skule will abandon his pretentions to the
throne if he is convinced Hakon is the rightful heir,) induces
Skule, by an artful trick, to burn unread the letter containing
the proof of K£ kon ' s power, and like Delilah with Samson, only
uses his knowledge to destroy the power, for "Bishop Nicholas
does everything to undermine the kinp's faith in himself, a
faith which makes Hakon the n he is; it is the r'ishop who
6
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feeds the fire of Skule 1 s ambition with his artful insin-
uations and cunning plans; it is he who keeps the realm
in a state of turmoil and upheaval by his fiendish plottings
and infernal policies.
The motif of this drama, after the antithesis between
the two pretenders, is the theft of Hakon's kingly thought
by Skule. Hakon's mission was to eliminate sectional hate
and put in its stead a national feeliiig that woaid make a
strong, united Kingdom; Hakon told his idea to okule who
immediately appropriates it as his own. Of course such a
nature as okule's could never carry out such a plan. To
Skule the crown meant purple cloth, rich trappings, and
power, while to Eakon it meant an arduous task for the
welfare of his land.
Peter, okule 1 s illegitimate son was for a time the
Deus ex machina, and I felt that Ibsen was going to end
his tale by usingthis feeble device, for Peter inspires
his father with new hopes, and the two seem near victory.
But Ibsen's mind even then in the embryo-—was too great
to employ tricks. He allowed the inevitable ending to come
with a crash, for Skule and his son were both exterminated
by the furious multitude in the monastery of -glesaoter.
This play, "The Pretenders was written with true
dramatic instincts. It has concentrated action, intense
I€
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interest, and ordinary dialogue. Ibsen in this early play
drew one of his characters Skule. Always the introspective,
self-analytic man, Ibsen realized how unseeure he felt himself
a dramatist, V.as he treading on unlawful grounds like Skule?
The scene in "The Pretenders" between Skule and the Icelandic
Scald Jatgrir, has been frequently quoted as applying to the
author himself:
"Skule: To be a king, what gift is needful for me?"
"Jatgrir: Hot that of doubt; thou would st not
question thus,"
"Skule: What gift is needful."
"Jatgrir: Lord, thou art king."
"Skule: Art thou at all times sure thou art a poet.""1"
This play of Ibsen's is one of the links in that strong
chain which keeps his drana s in sequence. ?or we have only to
compare Skule, Hakon and Bishop Nicholas with Gunnar, Sigurd
and Ornulf to see we have passed from marble characters to
more prof ound ly- studied human beings touched with the exquisite
gesture of an artist's hand. Just as Skule's attempt to
plagiarise Hakon 's ideas points backward to Gunnar 1 s taking the
honor of Sigurd's bravery to himself, so the satiric rhymes of
the Bishop's ghost point forward to the indignation and irony
of his next two plays 3:-and and Peer Gynt.
1. Collected ..arks of Henrik Ibsen: V/illiam Archer.. Vol. II
Page 264.
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BRAND
This play of Ibsen's, written in the summer of
1865, was the "beginning of his European fame. His "Brand"
was the play that made the poet's name known "beyond Norway,
because of i ts intellect ual suggest!veness and philosophical
mysticism many compared it to Shakespeare's "Hamlet" and
Goethe 's "Faust
"Brand" was ij spired by Ibsen's scorn of his King who,
in a moral crisis, skulked away from duty and left Denmark
to her fete. The Norwegian Seer "became indignant at such
an action and wrote "Brand" as a passionate appeal to the
Norwegian people.
Brand, the hero of Ibsen's dramatic poem, is a priest
who accepts the ideal demand of Christ's Sermon on the lrount,
snd determines to abide by it. ^rand is ar utter Peist; he
is resolved to be true to the call of God. In this clay, Ibsen
shows a remarkable development in his technique of Exposition.
The opening scene puts the situation vividly before the
reader or the audience. .'e see Brand with a peasant and his
son who act as guides, crawling westward through rain and fog.
The p-asant ani the son realize the danger and plead with Brand
to t ur n ba c k.
COLLtbb. C
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"No human power can here uphold you.
Frail is the ice-thin as a sheet!
Stay, death is yawning at your feiit."^
Their exhortations have no effect; Brand is obdurate.
He insists that God has hade him keep on and he will welcome
cataracts, chasms and death rather than betray his mission.
It is these few alarming statements of Brand that makes us
realize the uncompromising strength, harshness, and grimness
that we are going to find in this drama. It is a drama,
daring in thought and frank in language; Ibsen has not
spared his reader. He is out with fire and tong to condemn
he If ne s s
,
a contemptible expression. Ar.id the complication
of the plot, Ibsen clings tenaciously to the one-root idea:
"All or Nothing." The play is a terrible arraignment of the
half-heartedne ss of the Norwegian people: Ibsen has had
enough of compromise, ?rand, speaking ai Ibsen's mouthpiece,
says:
"That which thou art, be it completely.
Not only piecemeal erd discreetly,"^
Brand keeps on his way; the clouds pass off, and as
morning breaks he meets Tinar, a young artist with Agnes, his
betrothed; they are the embodiment of joy and mirth. In this
1, Collected '.'orks of i-ienrik Ibsen: V/illiam Archer. Vol. Ill
Page 4.
2. Collected ,'orke of uenrik Ibsen: V.'illiem Archer Vol. II, Page
r
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scene Ibsen has a chance to give full vent to his morbid
thoughts through Brand, He chides Einar and Agnes for
their careless gaity; he tells them that he is homeless
and alone, and when Einar tells Brand that he thought his
(Brand's) home was here, Brand answers "My way lies past
here— --"beyond , far beyond." This remark is strictly
"Ibsenite," and especially at this period when the dramatist
has left his country, forever.
"he second act of this play contains one of Ibsen's
later dramatic-habits. In this act, Brand crosses a ford
during the wildest storm to reach a dying man to help him
make peace with "od. No one dares to go wi th him; all are
sorry for the dying man, but their pity arouses no action.
Just as "°rand is ready to depart, Agnes, Einar' s betrothed,
steps forward and takes her seat in the boat; she scorns
"inar and the crowd. Together they reach their d e | bination,
and Agnes, from that time forward, is fascinated by his lofty
strength and magnificent bearing. hus it is that in this
act that Ibsen brings Brand, Agnes and Einar together: Brand,
uncompromising, and stern; - inar, pleading and solicitous;
Agnes, the one who must make the choice. Brand says:
"At the crossway standst thou:-chose . *•
1. Collected . orks of "enrik Ibsen: V/illiam Archer. Vol. Ill
Paee 77.
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How this command points forward to Nora Ee liner who
must make her choice---.to Ellida '"angle who mast choose
either the stranp.-er or her husband
,
Dr. Wangle lira en
is forever putting an individual between the devil and
the deep-blue sea and saying "choose." The choice is
generally determined by the state of mind of the person
choosing; this "yes" or "no" is the balancing power of
the drama.
The third act of "Brand" is one of the hip-hest '
emotion. Brand has told his mother, an avaricious woman,
that he will not go to her deathbed unless she renounce
all her pro-oerty and wealth to 'xod. The mother is dying
and she summons her son; but he refuses to go. His r'fusal
is not prompted by a hardness of heart or a needless cruelty;
it is simply that 3rand insists one cannot bargain with
M
rod "He must get all or nothing." '.'.Tien the Toctor tells
?rand if he really loved hia mother he would not hesitate
to go flying at her reouest, Brand says:
"Never did word so sorely prove
The smirch of hie, as this word Love;
V/hose path's the steep and perilous slope
Let him but love,—and he may shirk it;
If he prefer sin's easy circuit,
Let him but love,— he still may hope;
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If 0-od he seeks, but fears the fray,
Let him "but love,— 'tis straight his prey;
If with wide-open eyes he err.
Let him hut love
,
— ther e ' s safety there.
This harane-e against love is the poet speaking aloud
his thoughts. Ibsen did not disbelieve in love; but he
did arrue that most love was a shield by which men lived in
hidden sin.
As I read this drama I kept seeing again and again lines
which seemed to point a finger tov.ard Ibsen's future dramas.
One n]ace Brand Bays:
"Blood of children must be spilt
To atone the parent's g:iilt." 2
How pertinent a remark when put as a subtitle to "Ghosts."
Somehow I can picture Ibsen thumbing the pages of his old
dramas in search for new ideas; he wears a smile of grati-
fication as his eyes meet those two lines J V'ith eager fervor
he starts, perhaps, this dram? "Ghosts"-—a drama motivated
by two little lines in the superb drama MT:!rand«"
I *:hink too much has been - ade of Agnes and the son, Alf.
V/e forget that Alf ' 8 death was caused by Brand practicing his
theory "All or I'othing." How, consistently, could he have
1. Collected '..'orka of Henrik Ibsen: Y/illiam Archer. Vol. III f
Paf?e 389.
2, Collected '.,'orks of Henrik Ibsen: '"ilMa^i Archer. Vol. Ill,
Pa*e 2G1.
!
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taken his son, Alf , away from the chill weather when he
was so stern where other's happiness was concerned? No,
Brand was a man who was not mediocre; he was a hero of the
whole. His "All or Nothing" idea was carried out by him to
his own destruction; hut his destruction was the more
interesting because his staunch belief in his own ideal
caused it.
Ibsen's sympathy was *ith Brand; he regards Brand's
sacrifices as the inexorable law of nature which it is
futile for a human being to evade. This play is a philo-
sophical treatise concerning the higher and the lesser
creature; the tenor of Ibsen's philosophy inclines toward
the idea that the lesser creature is always being sacrificed
to the higher creature.
Ibsen is not quibbling with right or wrong. He is
singularly disinterested in Brand's outcome; but he is ener-
getically fighting arainst the hypocritical insincerity,
the laxity and the half-heartedne ss of society. The key-note
of this drama lies in Brand's motto:"All or Nothing."
In this play, Ibsen is taking one step nearer his
"Realistic Ape." He is becoming interested in the falseness
of society, and he is preparing himself for these later great
dramas which are inspired by this Fame anti-society feeling
termed "Ibsenism."
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PEER GYNT
This is the nearest to gaity which Ibsen will
ever come in his dramas. "Peer Synt n is not the work of
an unhappy man. Rather, it is "he work of a man who has
a twinkle in his eye. Peer Qynt's character is conceived
with gusto; there is an exuberance of spirit manifest in
every adventure. One feels that Peer "lies himself great;"
he lives a fantastic existence, and turns a careless "back
to anything that might disturb his easy life.
Thia play was suggested by a folk tale in Asbjornsen
and L'oe's "Norwegian Fairy Tales;" but the hints which set
the writer's imagination t o work were very slight. Ibsen
merely got the idea of this senseless, easy-going Peer from
the "Tales," and then proceeded to add event upon event that
would make f cr a weird fantasy.
The work is primarily a satire on *;he Norwegian national
character; Peer represents the modern Norseman, whose boastful
patriotism is mere mawkish sentimentality and egoism. I ouote
these lines from the play to illustrate:
"The cow gives cake a rti the bullock mead;
Ask not if its taste be soar or sweet;
The main matter is, and you mustn't forget it,
It's ell of it home-brewed." 1
1. Collected V.'orks of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer. Vol. IV.
VC
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This is an obviously satirical passage; Ibsen meant it as
a dagger-thrust to the self-complacent Norwegians,
Peer, himself, is the typical expression of the national
vices of the Norwegian people; though to his neighbors he
represents a slovenly fellow, to himself he is a tremendous
success. How Ibsen loves to create a character that comes
from one's own neighborhool and make him a mirror for all of
us to "see ourselves as others see usi"
Peer ~ynt has for his ideal the utterly selfish grat-
ification of his own individual, disregarding the rest of the
world. His one desire is to be romantic; but he lacks the
fine courage of a true romancer. As a whole, Peer is the gi-
gantic prototype of Sentimental Tommy. He is human, appealing,
and entirely lovable. His imaginative genius surpasses every-
thing comprehensible in Ase's death-scene. Can not you picture
this dissolute son coming to his mother's bed, and while she
dies, transport her in a wild imaginative cLase to the gate
of St. Peter? Is not this very act the epitomy of gentleness,
pity, and indulgence?
The drama should be treated simply as a phantasmagoria
of purely human pathos.* Ibsen lets down the bars of restraint,
and permits his play to have pathos, to stir the heart, and for
a time, one feels he is in sympa thy with the protagonist.
1, Collected "orks of Henrik Ibsen: Y/illiam Archer. Preface to
"Peer "ynt". Page 2 0.
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The culminating points of this drama are generally
said to he: the first act with its swift movement and
picture of life, Ase's death-scene, and the speech of the
Pastor over a grave in the last act. These three scenes
are splendid. One can foresee the genius of Ibsen leaping
with great hounds. Eis technique is quite flawless, and
his delineation of character so perfect that there is hardly
a more life-like creation in the range of drama than that
of Ase.
The plot of this drama is very simple; Ibsen still
clings to his "youth until death" method, for we tract Peer
from twenty years to an old man. The play has no conflict;
Peer grapples with no problem, neither does he have to make
a decision that will entail any embarrassing results. Peer
Oynt is the embodiment of a careless sans-e-ene type. If he
desires, he gratifies that desire; if he hates, he wastes no
time in telling the object of his hatred that he desires his
or her removal.
This play coming after "Brand" makes us wonder if Ibsen
did not desire to find a contrast of the forceful Brand, and
did so in the pliable Peer. Brand compels life; Peer is
compelled by life, and he is tossed to and fro much like a
cork on a broiling sea. Brand is assertive; Peer just
exists-—he exerts no good and no evil.
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This drama like its predecessors has the love
of a good woman, Solveig, to take the vagabond Peer into
her arms at his last moment. The ending like its
predecessors -leaves us in a questioning frame of mind.
We feel the problem is still unsolved and that Ibsen has
been fooling us all the time; he seems to become suddenly-
insincere, disinterested and above all, hilarious. This
play ties Ibsen up with hia later "oue sti on-pl ays , " and
the brilliant originality so manifest here becomes more
and more evident as we follow him into his '-ealistic
Peri od.
i
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EMPEROES & GALILEAN
Jaeger 1 says of this work:
"It occupies an interesting position among Ibsen's
works. It is the last of his historical dramas, and
stands, in its final form, with all its m; sticism, midway
between two such delineations of modern life as "The
League of Youth" and "The Pillars of Society."
It is ouite true that Ibsen's "Emperor & Galilean"
occupies an interesting place among his works. It is
unique, for Ibsen instead of satirizing some social evil,
turns his attention to history. A psychologist might
conclude that this sudden change from social satire to
history was Ibsen's pay to rellieve a mental strain. As
we know, most all of his -previous works had caused trouble;
he had to be ready to fight the battle, as it were, to save
his name as a dramatist. People were critical; the sensitive
mind of Ibsen reacted against these criticisms by writing a
historical dra.^.a, by delvine- his tirec brain into musty
history, and by creating a magnificent riece of work a
piece of work that people could not find fault with. Probably
the reason r hey could not find fault with it was because Ibsen
had written it so that critic and audience would be in the
dark as to its real meaning,
1, life of Henri k Tbsen: Jan -"jr.
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The play discusses the nroblem of Paganism against
Christianity. "mperor Julian rebell s a gainst both; Paganism
starved one's "body, was not there a reconciliation of some
sort to be reached? As a result of this cuestioning, Imperor
Julian becomes antagonistic to Christ; he worships Idols. As
the play advances, a struggle for supremacy between the Imperor
and the Galilean is the conflict. Julian is going to destroy
the christians. Ibsen sympathizes with his hero during the
first part. Julian hates certain phases of Christianity
book-worship, hypocrisy and intolerance Ibsen agrees with
this side of Julian's rebellion; but as the play enters the
second part, he disparages his hero. Ibsen tries to make us
feel that to butt one's head ae-ainst a stone wall is futile.
Julian's cry at the end, "Thou hast conouered, Galilean"
seems to be a shy confession of the Norwegian Seer's philos-
ophy. I'an struggles; man fights; man battles; but to what
avail? In the end one has to admit defeat, and bow obeisance
to the very power that he tried in every way to thwart during
life
.
On the whole, this dram* is not a very stronr link in
tying ap Ibsen's gradual evolution. It is more a side-track;
a rom-o across a field that elves Ibsen a "breathing-spell"
before he returns t o hi a polemical dramas ar-ain.
"Emperor & Galilean" stands for struggle toward the
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golden-raean; and the higher synthesis of truth. In
Julian's effort at a reconciliation of pagan "beauty and
Christian truth, he is a tragic failure—-for having
repudiated his mission, he cannot achieve the "vision-
splenrid Tf of the T?Third empire, in which the twin-natured
shall reign.
"
1. "uropean Iramatists: Archibald henderson.
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C. CRITICAL EVALUATI 01 0? HIS FTEST
PSBIOE
There are two polemical works of Ibsen, written
during his first period, which have a direct bearing on his
later plays, and these are most probably the cause of his
future success. Although these two rlars are dissimilar in
respect of maturity end depth, they have, in combination,
given the public the impression that Ibsen's nature is prim-
arily combative.
"Love's comedy" is written on the behalf of beauty and
poetry; "Brand" is written on the behalf of morals and religion,
and in both these plays Ibsen has declared war and prone out to
battle apa inst the entire existing social status.
In these plays lb fen reveals himself as a pessimist; but a
pessimist whose pessimism is of a moral character, akin to
indignation. Ihsen does not bemoan; his works are not a lamen-
tation over the hapless lot of humanity, rather they are
controversial, and resemble Plato's "Republic" in that they are
alwaye trying to comer someone and show him that every no may
contain a yes.
Palk and Brand were burning with enthusiasm for freedom,
and they raised the banner of revolution— -to them life was
destructive, and they sought refuge from the volcanoes by
i
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hiding themselves in themselves "bat each falls a victim
to his own guilt which he expiates in de^th, In the
characters of Falk and Brand Ibsen has exerted all his
strength to depict men who might carry over his meaning to
the public: A combative spirit, an overflowing of pathos
and tragedy, and a desperate hutting of one's head against
a stone wall. . . .aiid what does it get one? Death,
After reading the plays of his first period we can
easily perceive that Henrik Ibsen is not one of the happy
poets. His dramas are not the easy themes of the optimist;
they display attempt after attempt to gain a firm foothold
in the muddy slime of the dramatist's field. He makes start
after start, each start the run before the leap that i s to
carry him into his promised land; but it takes a long time
before he arrives at the "leap" stage. Ibsen's plays show
that his mind can not rest or be easy, and it tosses about
like a fever-stricken babe who knows he can not pet out of
bed, but does not understand why. Like this sick child,
Ibsen strurples against his besetting ills, and fights with
•Tery bit of resirtin? power afainst the cruel fever. Finally
he emerges whole, and realizes that nothing matters save a
healthy representation of one's own self.
"Lady Inger of Ostrat" is a historical tragedy in prose,
and is an interesting piece of work; but lacks that stronply-
marked originality which we subsequently find in him. Ibsen
r
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immediately followed this play with "The Vikings at
Helgoland," a dramatic adaptation of the ancient legend
of the Volsungs; but "The Vikings" seems to me a weak
plot, although such characterizations as Hjordis and
Eagny are stupendous.
These two plays bring out the fact that Ibsen has
peculiarities; he delights in placing a strong, fully
developed masculine nature between two women, one a
fierce and relentless spirit, the other full of womanly
gentleness; thus he places Nils Lykke in "Lady Inper of
Ostrat," between the pentle Fline and the designing
Lady Inger, in "The Vikings" he places Sigurd between the
faithful loving Dagny, and the furious Hjordis. In this
sa: e manner he afterwards peaces i3rand between the wild
woman, Crerd , his evil genius, and his delicate and feminine
wife, Agnes.
Ibsen is pleased when he can bring out the lesson that
the one who does the labor never gets the reward : Sigurd
kills the bear and honestly wins Hjordis; "uldstsd
(Love' 8 Comedy) is nothing bat a sensible merchant, yet he
wins Svanhild over the ideal Pegasus-rider, /a lk« Thus
/unrisr (The Vikings) and "uldstad (Love's Comedy) represent
the pecestrian pair who win the two enchanted princesses
whom the knights on steeds rescued.
1ft
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Ibsen has a strong propensity f-or varying the same
motives, and he is always going farther and farther into
the depths; one feels that he digs down into his own inner
being, and like a t reasure-seeker , loses interest in all
other treasures in hunting for the one he is in search
of.... and does he not find it? Even the most unconcerned
reader of Ibsen could not help noticing that each new work
is an advancement in dramatic art, and that with each one
he had gone a step further into the realm of perfection.
In Ibsen's first period we find the polemical poet's
taste for the tragical, and he seeks furiously to portray
thrilling incidents, and paralyzing situations in order to
pain his point. His dramas sweep across the horizon like
some preat typhoon that, while not causing destruction, yet
foretells with dire wails, what is to come.
"The Pretenders" seems to me to be a piece of powerful
writing. It is an old, old story; but what great author has
ever lost a chance to write about an old tale; although he
may dress it up in the £awdy style of modern times. Anyone
who has read "Arabian Lights" will recall the story of
Aladdin & Nureddin the superior and the inferior being
an Aladdin nature as opposed to a L'ureddin nature. Ibsen's
Hakon and Skule are similar to Aladdin and Kuroddin, for
Hakon in the incarnation of fortune, victory, right and
i
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confidence, while Skule is a brooder who is a prey to
inward struggle and endless distrust; Skule lacks that
inexpressable something that would make him valuable.
The conception of such s character as Skule, together
with his inevitable entanglements, must have been some
months in Ibsen's mind before it came to maturity; the
trasric situation of such a figure could never have presented
itself to Irsen in the form, so to speak. Skule is the
plagiarist of an idea and if we look back to H The Vikings"
we can see that Ounnar 7/as the thief of an achievement;
thus we see the situation of this play prepared in Ibsen's
"The Vikings." He looked back over his "baby-plays" and
decided that from one of them he might draw the srerra to
write a better "baby-play," and this is exactly where
Ibsen's ingeni Dusne ss comes to the front, for the man is
positively wizard-like in his power to draw a rabbit from
a supposedly empty hat. Everything KLdafl touched became
?old; everything Ibsen touched became drama.
VHien "Brand" was finished, it took the public by
surprise by the very novelty of its whole composition.
In this play Ibsen laid aride all Jesti^v?, and bitter
indignation was its one prevailing force. The pen of the
dramatist has flown too rapidly in his hands, and we find
that at times the f 1 owine d ic ti on is not entirely controlled
by a perfect sense of unity in style and tone. In this rlay.
cI
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like its predecessors, Ibsen has made his characters the
"butt of his own satire, and each character seems to "be
continually slapping one another in the face.
Brand is the mouthpiece for the author's thoughts,
and he (Brand) goes to such extremes in his thinking that
he topples over on one-side, and Ibsen turns the tables on
Brand and condemns him for this one-sidedness. Altogether
it is an extravagant piece of work, and has an advantage over
the earlier plays because it is more than a biting satire on
modern marriage; it arrives at a definite conclusion: that
love must be either two things , --either lasting or imaginary.
Here in "Brand" Ibsen pushed down a few more barriers which
obstructed his view of the open field that lead to so-called
"Ibsenism.
"
"Peer Qynt " has an object, and this object is to represent
the moral nature of mankind from its seamy side. Peer 3ynt
tried to romance himself away from life by the aid of fancies.
We find in this nlay a wealth of poetry and a depth of thought
such as we never found in Ibsen's earlier works. It is in
"Peer GtyBt" that Kenrik Ibsen p-ets a hold on the techniou©
of drama; thore is a strenpth of imagination and a vital humor
in this play that continually pinues one's curiosity as to
what is coming.
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Ibsen ia not a moralist in this play; he is not
writing from the didactic standpoint, and he succumbs
to the call of philosophy. Ibsen does not try to root
out the prevailing evil at any cost, as a moralist would
attempt to do; but rather he tries to see whether or not
this prevailing evil is not a "necessary" evil, thus
taking a philosophical stand. This fact is brought out
in Peer ffynt 'a statement:
"Some take to brandy, and others to lies."^-
That Is really Ibsen talking, and he tries to shake from
himself the dust of the positive, as i t were, when he
admits himself the author of such an intriguing piece of
work as "Peer Gyat .
"
"Emperor & Galilean" is historical, and it is made
up of two five-act dramas. In contrast to the play
"The Pretenders," this drama is magnificent. Ibsen had
lost the Skule-insecurity, and took on the Hakon-laith-
in-my-own-abi lit y idea.
The acts present a series of brilliant and powerful
scenes in the life of Emperor Julian. This play is more
of Ibsen enjoying himself at his w/ork, for instead of
hammering away at social hypocrisies he seems to take up
history to relieve the nervous-strain that his rr.ind is
1. Collected 7,'orks of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer. 7ol. Ill
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undergoing. "Emperor & Galilean" interested me little;
it seemed to play no important part in his development,
and while I find certain parts of this play undoubtedly
fascinating, I think, on the whole, it is rather tiresome,
Ibsen had certain ideas, and he managed to "bring these
ideas to the front in his early plays# For instance, he has
"beautifully embodied filial reverence; Nils Stenson's
relations with Lady In^er is subtly, yet forcibly placed
when Nils changes from a boy to a man in his determination
to please her stranger though she may be to him.
Peter's reverence (The Pretenders) for his royal father is
depicted with great feeling by Ibsen. Frequently when Ibsen
depicts love, he mingles it with adniration, especially when
he tr ats female love for the male. An example of this is
"line (Lady Inger ) H.jordis (The 7ikings ) Ingeborg (The Pretenders).
Ibsen always tineres romantic love with this admiration so that
his characters may be ruled by their head instead of their
heart. Juliet did not admire Pomeo in Shakespeare's immortal
nlay; but Ibsen wa-e determined that his characters should
portray c orr.mon-sens e let passion take care of itself.
Henrik Ibsen was in one respect always perfect even
from his first play on perfect in hie delineation of
women. His w omen show an uncanny correlation with the real
female species, almost as if he had been a woman himself, in
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some other life. Agnes and her love for her dead
baby "boy could anything he more true to life? Can not
you see her -olacing a candle in the window so that its
light may fall on the child's rrave, and give it one
little gleam of Chri3tmas comfort?
^hese first female figures augur well for Ibsen's
future, for they prophesize the coming of such character
as Ilora, Rebecca, Helen Alving and Hedda Satler.
His first period has cleared the track, as it were
and we are now ready for his second period where he
will come out like Solomon in all his glory, and leave
us stricken blind by his very magnificence.
c
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THE LEAGUE OF YOUTH
*
This play, "The League of Youth," is the first
realistic play written "by Lenrik Ibsen. One can easily
see that the change from verse to prose did not come easily
to him. He had outgrown his youthful romanticism, and he
felt that he must come into contact with the reality. In
writing a letter to Lucie Wolf* he remarked that he must
cultivate, "the very much more difficult art of writing the
genuine, plain language spoken in real life." as opposed to
the romantic style of verse.
The play itself is a polemic against local politics
with all its nastiness and wheels within wheels. It v,;as a
violent attack against the ambitious philanders who run from
party to party in an attempt to pain a foothold. Altogether,
Ibsen bresi-8 away from the romantic inclinations of his first
stage and we find him, now, as the complete realist.
The Protagonist in ^his play is Stenscard, who in the
very first act delivers a clever and cutting speech against
Chamberlain Bratsberg and his party, otens^ard is a young
upstart who has made connections with L'onsen's clicue
^ a clicjue far from being upright and honest. Stensrard starts
the League of Youth, the object of which is to overthrow
Bratsberg; but ^ratEberg hearing the speech, believes it is
1. Correspondence . Letter 171, "ay, 1883
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directed against his adversary, -'onsen. i4,or this reason
Bratsberg sends an invitation to the violent orator to
attend a party at his house. 'his invitation is the
beginning of Stensgard T s fall. He goes to the party, and
makes a complete fool of himself by telling a fable about
an eagle and a cuckoo and ends his myth by making an apology
to Bratsberg for having called him such names in public. The
Chamberlain is thunderstruck; he had thought that Stensgard 's
attack was against Honsen end on realizing the tirade was
meant for him ordered the young man from his house.
The undaunted, impudent Stensgard lost no opportunity
to show his teeth to the Chamberlain when he found out that
Bratsberg was against him. ±'his animosity existed through-
out the drama, and it was an "eye for an eye" law every time
the two met. Stensgard had planned to marry into the
Bratsberg family,— .'hora, the daughter of the Chamberlain,
being extremely handy; but as the estrangement of the two
men became more and more evident, Stensgard turned his
"mercenary-affections" to P.agna -'onsen— the other eligible
"rich-girl." Ibsen has Stensgard lose both these damsels,
but Stensgard, undaunted, provides himself with a widow,
I.Irs. P.undholmen. She, too, is lost to Stensgard, and the
last scene finds him unloving and unloved.
6t
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This play has one srecial bearing on Ibsen's
development an important feature the character of
Selma, Trie's wife, foreshadows the modern v.oman, notably
the character of Nora Helmer. t.Tien Eric has lost his
money and Selma finds it out through an accident, she
becomes hysterical.
"How I have thirsted for a single drop of
your troubles, your anxieties J But when I
begged for it you only laughed me off. You
have dressed me like a doll; you have played
with me as you would play with a child
how I yearned for a large, and high, and
strenuous part in your life J. I will
not be treated as a last resource. I will
have nothing to do with your troubles now!
I wont stay with youl I will rather play
and sing in the streets!"
What a portrayal of character! Here Ibsen has
stepped from the romantic whimpers of Svanhild, Varp-aret
and Lady Ine-er to a more definite and realistic demands
of a Selma tho foundation for Nora, Helen and the
inimitable Hedda of his later dramas!
1. Col looted V.'orku of Henri k Ibsen: Volume VI P. 130
II
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The play is full of intrigues; misunderstandings
and mishaps play a large part in the action of this drama.
The piece is stamped with a vividness of color and lifelike
movement that are lacking in its predecessors. It has
matchless dialogue in certain scenes; the satire is "beautifully
restrained and harmoniously blended; the personages come out
of their shell and betray the master's hand in this delin-
eation of character. Let us contrast the ambitious will of
Stenss-ard to the wily-nily arrogance of Brand, or the figure
of Bratsberg that grave old-timer who has praises for the
past and a prayer for the future or with Skule, and we
shall see how splendidly Ibsen has advanced in technique
and skill.
cI
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PILLARS 0? SOCIETY
This play marks a great advance upon the
"league of Youth" in architectural symmetry of construction
and in consistency of style. Ibsen has subordinated char-
acter to plot, here; from the first act to the last it is
a model of rood plot-development. It is the first of a
series of "fifth-act" play in that all the crimes, mis-
understandings and lies has occurred before the opening of
the play. Consul Bernick, the pillar of society, had
reached his state of respectability through a multitude
of lies. "he words that Lona Hessel, his sister-in-law,
said to Bernick:
"I call it the lie the threefold lie.
First the lie towards me; then the lie towards
Betty; then the lie towards John."1
compromises the main thread of deceits upon which Bornick's
food fortune has been built. In Youth, he had made love to
Lona, his wife's (Betty) sister, and upon finding out that
Betty was to receive the inheritance, turned his affections
to her leaving Lona in the role of rhe cast-off beloved.
Also Bernick had pretended love for .Jetty while in reality he
1. Collected '..'orks of Henr ik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume VI
Pare 318.
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sought only her money, and the last lie was the most
dreadful one for he had allowed John Hessel for fifteen
years to suffer the blame of a deed which he himself had
committed ..... that of being involved in a sinful love-affair
with a married woman.
Ibsen worked on Consul Bernick from a psychological
standpoint. He heaped misfortune on him after the first
act, and the more the Consul tried to plan and intrigue
the more Ibsen thwarted him. For four acts Consul Bernick
withstood the terror of a guilty conscience; the very fact
that Lona Hessel came back, and straightened out the affairs
of Bernick, and asked for no recompense stung his dormant
sense of honor to the quick:
Bernick: "If it 'wasn't hatred or revenue, why
then did you come over from America
to me?"
Lona: "Old friendship does not rust."
Bernick: "Lona!"
Lona: "'Vhen John had told me of your lie,
I sv.ore to myself: The hero of my
youth shall stand true and free."
Bernick: "Oh, how little have I deserved this
consideration from you?"l
1. Collected v.'orks of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume VI
Pa<>e 406.
f!
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John Hessel's refusal to tattle on the Consul also
made Bernick penitent. He bes-an to realize just what sort
of a cur he was after he had sent John and Dina Dorf to
their doom on the fated "Indian Oirl T ' ship; a ship in so
poor condition that it would sink he fore it was a hundred
miles out. His already bleeding conscience was completely
unnerved when he received the news that his son, Olaf, had
£?one on the "Indian Girl" as a stowaway. The psychological
moment comes when all the citizens, with music, torches,
flaers and banners, arrive at Bernick 1 s house full of praise
for him and for the work he has done for his community,
Bernick can stand no more; he tells them the truth of his
life his lies, his deceptions, his sinful philandering and
above all the frauds he has been guilty of under the pretense
of a "p-ood citizen."
His own family react like a light after the pressing of
its electric connection; they gather about him and the old
biblical idea that there is more rejoicing in Heaven over
one repentant sinner than nine pood men was put into action,
Berwick becomes a new man in an hour's time and I could not
help thinkinr, when I saw this transition in character, that
Ibsen was following the old melodramatic idea of Dickens
cI
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that favorite romantic author whose favorite device was
the transformation of the villain into a model of virtue
.just "before the end of the last chapter. It seems to me
Ibsen mixed his ideas; he was trying to be a realist and
by the use of psychological moments and a ''guilty-
conscience" he relapsed into a decided melodramatic state.
This play lacks interest because Ibsen has subordinated
his characters. The women play the "deus ex machina" parts;
but they show no signs of his later "women of revolt." Dina
Dorf the girl who has been subjected to much gossip—-is
perhaps the nearest to a Nora or a Helen. She tries to
find a place for herself in life's busy streets. lona
Hessel and Iiartha Bernick represent the Ingeborg (The
Pretenders) type of women who believe that woman's saga
is to love, sacrifice everything, and in the end be
forgotten. Lona Hessel 's love for Bernick is romanticism
with a vengeance she had been to America, strupp-led
through adversity, seen life from an entirely new anple,
and yet she never outp-rew her affection for Bernick. Martha
Berwick's attachment for John Hessel, and her final beau
p-este in handing him ov r to the j ounp-ar and beautiful Mna
is the old antithesis of one man and two women which Ibsen
was so fond of during his first feriod.
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"Pillars of society" was a tempest in a teapot, and
Ibsen was resolved to clear this tempest up in the allotted
three hours of stape-presentati on. As yet there i s no trace
of that irreproachable objectivity to be found a few - ears
hence in Ibsen's master dramas. He conceded to artistic
idealism in this play; he gave the audience a repentant
hero and he gave his audience this lesson that society
with its sham and lies should be wiped off the earth and
that truth and freedom should take its place. Nevertheless,
Ibsen is riding hard and fast t o hi s glory a glory that
comes with his next play "The Doll's House",. • .where,
instead of a happy ending, he gives his audience that
famous scene of Host's revolt with the banking of the door
echoinp throughout the theatre!
I
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TE2 DOLL'S HOUSE
Torvald Helmer, the pi Her of society in his
community, is a model husband, father, and citizen. Ibsen
naints Helmer with no dainty brush; he makes him Phari-
saical thanking God he is not as 3th er men are ---end
egotistical. Prom the very first act where Torvsld calls
Nora, his wife, a "souirrel," a "sweet-tooth," a "sons-bird
"
and his "lark," one realises she is treated like 8 doll, not
a wife, 3ut the artist in Ibsen develops the character of
Nora so that in the third act we find her the ultra-modern
femininist; she has lost her coll-like traits, and becomes
in place of a faithful wife and a pood mother "herself."
The plot of this play revolves about Nora's forgery of
her father '8 name and the consecuent results when a shyster
lawyer, krogsttd, uses his knowledge of her forgery to keep
his place in the bank of which Helmer has been made menefrer.
Ibsen has made Kropstad a despicable character whose motto is:
"The end justifies the means," He has no conscience, and Nora's
supplication to spare her husband the knowledge of her forgery
(especially as it wes done to obtain none;/ enoup-h with which
she and her husband could go to Italy so the ailing Torvsld
mifht rerain his health) does not stir his heart. The relentless
tr,
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cruelty with viiich he neets her supplications is comparable
only to Mephi stophe les 1 attitude toward the dyine* Faustus
who begs one more hour's reprieve; hut both Kros-stad and
Hephi stophele s are inflexible, saying he who dances must
pay the piper I
Torvald's resentment against Nora's act when he receives
Xro£"S tad ' s telltale note is summed up in horrible invectives,
unjust accusations; and his final dictum that she can no
longer play the part of Mother to his tnree children because
her very presence would corrupt them. Phis scene where Torvald
Helmer heaps accusations upon his wife is predominently Ibsenite;
the kind father, the indulgent husband, the pillar of society,
the very essence of integrity turning his wife from him in
wrath because she committed ( child ishly- ignorant of its
significance) a forgery, in order that her husband might live,
is ironic the cream of a cruel iestj At first Kora, the
lovinp, can not comprehend that Helmer is accusing her; h^r
love for him was capable of everything, but his love for her
was only a fair-weathor lov?. The realization that Helmer
would abandon her before sacrificing his own ^ood-name
shocked her sensibilities.
Helmer: "Well?"
Nora: "I firmly believed that you would come
t
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forward, take everything upon yourself,
and say, "I am the gailty one."^
The egotist Helmer could hardly grasp such an idea
of self-sacrifice, let alone do it; Nora sees her true
husband, and she sees that their marriage of eight years
has been nothing but play there was not a note of real
harmony between them. In brief, I'ore realizes that the
man she married was not the man she thought she married;
she had idealized Helmer and made him her '^od and it wao
a sad awakening to find that her Ood had the traditional
feet of clay. What was there for her to do? All her life
she had followed the line of least resistance and when
Torvald Helmer failed her, she just "checke d-ou t, " to use
s modern phrase. There is no doubt that the master dramatist
played his trump card when Nora said 'good-bye' and sealed
it with the reverberation of a heavy door clDsing behind her
exit; the stape was silent and the atmosphere seemed to be
dotted and cashed with p nest ion-mar ks , big and little.
It is in this T>lay, "The Doll's House," that the roet's
full originality and individuality is revealed. His immature
Selme in "The League of Youth" develops into maturity over-
night, as it wore, and we find in Nora the beginning of Ibsen's
great mission that of emanci pating women from the unjust
1. Collected V.'orks of Henr ik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume VII
Pape 151
-
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tyranny of smug man.
The play shows a magnificent developing in both
plot and characters; the Norwegian Seer has not missed
an opportunity to enlarge upon Helmer's egotism, Plank'
s
incapability, Nora 1 s childishness, and Ilrogstad's
villainy. The plot unravels itself throughout three
acts of sparkling dialogue, swift action, and a powerful
climax. How impossible, a few years back, would it have
been for Ibsen to use the little tricks of ironic coin-
cidence which makes "A Doll's House" so completely a
modern drama J Remember "The Comedy of Love" and the
characters of ?elk and Svanhild who gave up their love
before they had tasted i t in order t o keep their ideal
and not have it shattered by the disillusionment of
marriage.' This problem was treated cautiously by Ibsen,
but it lacked the magnetism, the fire, and the rushing
conflicts of "A Doll's House." Ibsen had had the idea,
then, but he had not attained the nower of put t ing-across
that idea to his audience. It was not until sev nteen
years later that he could develop his idea to such an
ex-ent that the world went fairly crtzy with his messare.
In "A Doll's House" Ibsen, like Kora, realized that
all was not as he thought it to be and he, too, had hia
decision to make, and his own door to close the door of
II
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imitation and adherence to traditions. No lonp-er was
I"hsen going to "he hoodwinked into the "happy ending;"
instead he was going to "become the ultra-realist
the dramatist with a purpose. He scoffed at Aristotle's
Carthartic Theory; his was no Utile Dalai theory as
outlined by Horace Ibsen had come out of his shell ai.d
had made now entirely new regulations. The dramatist's
"business was not to solve problems, but to ask questions,
and these Questions were to be answered by the audience.
A.fter this first dissipation, Ibsen went still further,
and two years later he shocked the world into a state of
moral indirestion by his "Ghosts" a play developed from
the character of Dp, Pank in "A Doll's House."
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GHOSTS
Henrik Ibsen's "Ghosts" would be revolting to
any normal, healthy-minded person who does not stop to
consider the dramatist's purpose; bat only see the re-
volting side of this seamy-drama. hen this play was
presented the newspaper-presses went wild j each pa"ner
took up the immorality of the play, its so-called degen-
eracy, and its loud crowing in public about subjects better
kept in the cloister of one's own skeleton-closet. Here are
some of the criticisms that hit Ibsen's r-enius a blow in its
tenderest spot:
"T'ost loathsome of all Ibsen's plays....
parba^e and offal."
TRUTH
.
""erely dull dirt lone- drawn out."
HA'TK.
"Lugubrious diagnosis of sordid unpropr ie ty. .
.
characters are prips, pedants and profligates."
BL4CE & WHITE.
"Ibsen is a crazy fanatic... a crazy, cranky
being. Not only consistently dirty but deplorably
dull...."
TRUTH
.
1
1. The Quintessence of Usenism: Ges. ernard Jhaw. Page 100
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and these were the unkind criticisms that Henrik Ibsen
received "because he was trying to show the world that lying
and debauchery lead only to disaster and eventual ruin.
It has been said that "Ghosts" might have been a
sequel to "A Doll's House" on the basis that the noet was
attempting to show the world what would have happened if
IIora had stayed wi th Torvald ; but this basis seems weak
because Helmer was not a profligate or dissipated in the
sense that Chamberlain Alving was he was just a smug,
conceited philistine too stupid to sin. It seems more
probable tome that Ibsen again thumbed over old manu-
scripts am hit upon the character of Dr. Kank. (A Doll's
House.) There is one scene especially that links up with
a later scene in "Ghosts."
Ilora: " be in good humour, doctor."
Rank: "Wi th death staring me in the face?-and to
suffer thus for another's s in J '.'.'here's the
justice of it? And in one way or another
you can trace in every family some such in-
exorable retribution."
Nora: "Nonsense, nonsense J Now do cheer up!
Rank: "'.Veil, I suppose so, after all, the whole
thing's only worth laughing at. Hj poor
(
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innocent spine must do penance for my
father's wild oatsj"!
Now, connect this scene up with a scene in "Ghosts,"
written two years later.
Oswald: "The Pari a doctor said, "The sins of
the fathers are vis ted upon the children."
Mra. Alving: "The sins of the fathers 1" 2
Does it not seem plausible that Pr, Hank was an Oswald in
the embryo? That the artist in Ibgea saw a chance for a
good drama if he developed Dr. Rank., .just as he sav. a
Selma (League of Youth) developed into a Kora? (A Doll's
House. )
It is a remarkable thing that in this year of 1881
what seems to us the dark ages now—-Henrik Ibsen's mental
abilities were so developed that he could see into another
century and five us r> re-modern ideas on e thoroughly twen-
tieth century subject. The subtle way that Ibsen lead up
to the cetsstrophe of the burning orphanage wes simple
genius; one could feel that such en enterprise had only
failure to look forward to, being baeed upon such deceit
and nastinesp. Hol^n Alvinp represented the typical wife
1. Collected Works of Henri k Ibsen: '.Villi ar Archer. Volume 7
Page 82.
2. Collected V.'orks of Henrik Iisen: William Archer. Volume 8
Page 247
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and mother (even in our own modern days, too) who would
sacrifice her life to save her dissolute husband's name.
Ho matter how "bad a man may "be his wife will always keep
his good-side to the public when that man can show a
pretense of wealth and influence to the community. It is
only human-nature to shield the sins of our kin; hut Ibsen
wants to do away with this sham; he wants wives to realize
that the.- have their own lives to live and that to shield
the dissolute lives of polygamous husbe nd s will only ruin
them and the lives of their children.
The "nitiful portrayal of Oswald carries over a deep
lesion; we all know to suffer sickness from our own care-
lessness is sad enough but to laffer such a dreadful
disease as Oswald's because his father laughed at the Sixth
Commandment is nothing short of tragedy! '.Then we leave him
in the final scene cr ing for "The sun, the sun" we feel
the intensity of his sickness and v,e realize that when
hereditary lays its skeleton hand upon us we enter the
struggle for existence with the ineradicable taint of
hereditary weaknese gnawing like a vulture at our very
vitals . ]
l a European Dramatists: Archibald Handeraon.
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This r>lay ''Ghosts" stamps Ibsen as the modern
dramatist; it ranks with other epoch-making -nlays of
the later nineteenth century, such as "Eernani" and
"La Tame aux Camelias." Ibsen is essentially original;
Georga Brandes^ describes "Ghosts" as the poet's noblest
deed, and declares that it marks Ibsen's final breach with
his early romanticism, saying that it is his imperishable
glory, and will give lasting life t o hi s works.
1. Henrik Ibsen: Critical Studies. Aoim 3randes.
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AN ENEMY OF TH!7! ^OPLS
Henrik Ibsen was stirred to immediate action
after reading the criticisms of "Ghosts;" he realized
more than ever the pusillanimity, the moral obtuseness,
and the rat-like greed and cunning which the narrow-
minded citizen exhibits; and he was through playing with
them. Ke showed his claws in this play that followed
"Ghosts" within a year, "An Enemy of the People." As we
have seen, each of Ibsen's plays chronicles his soul life
daring a certain period; each bears a certain relationship
to its predecessors and its successors, and frequently owes
its origin to some idea promnted by the former, and engenders
the parent through which the latter springs.'*"
Dr. Thomas Stockmann is the mouthpiece of Ibsen, and
many of the ideas that Ibsen has spoken of in his earlier
days are put verbatim in Stockmann' 8 mouth. Ibsen recog-
nized the fact that reople were deriding him in parlors,
cafes, and teas; he knew that "Ghosts" had caused his
alienation from the world, yet he did not care it only
proved his old rule more correct, that the minority is
ever right.
Er. Stockmann is a man who is for the people's good,
1. Commentary on The Writings of Henrik Ibsen: H. W. Boyesen.
Pago 233.
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and when he finds that the Baths are contaminated he
goes right about correcting them; it was his brother,
Peter, the Mayor, who fights Stockmann and says that
if he advertises that the Baths, instead of caring
sick people, will kill them, that he will rain his own
community. Stockmann can hardly believe that his own
brother would be guilty of murder rather than lose money,
and he becomes indignant and proposes to tell the world at
larp*e of the corrupt Baths end suffer the conseouences.
The Tayor gets the majority to back him in stopping
Stockmann' s plan, and at the end of the third act Stockmann
stands alone---he end his family an outcast from society
and the doctor dubbed an "enemy of society."
The third act is completely Ibsen ite. The assembly
of %o«n-folk meet and every word that Stockmann tries to
utter is drowned by fish-horns, hisses and yells. But
withal the doctor manages to say a fev/ words, and now
comes a tremendous arraignment of democracy which springs
from the heart of the Poet:
"The most dangerous foes of truth and liberty
among us is the comnart majori ty • . .The majority
never have the ripht on their side. T.'ever,
rc
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I say "but the minority is always right."
The last act in this play proves Ibsen's most favorite
doctrine, IT. Stockmann stands alone; he must leave his
house; he has lost his position as doctor at the Baths;
his daughter, Petra, forfeits her right to teach in the
community schoolhouse; his two young hoys are recuested to
leave the school, and his wife is deprived of the society
of her friends. Yet it is here that It. Stockmann finds
himself! He is emancipated from his restraint ... .that of
claying henchman to his brother, the I.Iayor, and he feels,
although the community at large points accusing finders at
him and his family, that he i s pure, strong and free to do
his mission la life. It is in this sense that the doctor
delivers that never-to-be-forgotten statement: "The
strongest man in the world is he who stands alone" a
truly I senite doctrine.
This play has many merits; but one thing it lacks is a
love episode, ^he raster, Ibsen, has subordinated everything
in this play a> ve Stockmann, until it be cores at <-imes an
animated debate. ""he nlay manifests IVsen's remarkable
talent for delineation of character, and the darts of his
satire seem to hold more poison than ev?r as they fly from
1. Collected Works of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume VIII
Pare 134.
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his bow into the hearts of his enemies. One place,
especially, "brings out this idea:
Stockmann: "But now I'll show something... .
I'll sharpen my pen against them
till it "becomes a goad; I'll dip
it in gall and venom; I'll hurl
my inkstand straight at their
skulls."1
After Ibsen has finished this play he seems to "be
satisfied that he has gained much ground; Archer c tells
us that Ibsen made the statement that "at ell everts, I am
coz-scious of my incessant progressi on. .. .always getting
further ahead." This i? absolutely true from the "Feast
at Solhaur" down to "An "nemy of The People" Ibsen's advance
is made to the tune of a .jolly march. But this intellectual
advance does not continue down to "John ^rabriel Workman;" to
the psychological series that bepin with "Rosmer sh olm, " this
advence hardl;/ a pplies he r oes not exactly atand still, but
d ur ihp his last period Ibsen's intellectual evolution ]-:ts up,
and a more deepenirp spiritual insight t8i.es its rlace.
Turing this second period indignation has been the .'other of
Ibsen's philosophy-— but ^his !'other-ind ip-na ti on grows into a
1. Collected ..'orks of Henr ik Ibsen: V/illiam Archer. Volume VIII
Page 182.
2. Collected .Vork8 of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer, Volume VIII
Pare 12.
ir
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more gentle and a more subdued Mother -pa thos during
his third and last period.
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THE WILD DUCK
The mood in which Ibsen wrote this play was one
of deepest despair. He seerr.s to have arrived at the con-
clusion th&t no one can remake human nature; one can never
change man; and that he t with his preaching of his "ideal
demand" and "truth and freedom," was probably the greatest
mischief-maker in the world. The pr otae-onist
,
Gregers
V'erle, is andoat tedly a satire of the Poet's own nature;
Greger'a habit of bothering people with the claim of the
ideal is analarous to Ibsen's own conduct.
"The V'ild ruck" is a distinctly reactionary nla:';
the Norwegian ieer had spent a ruarter of his life trying
to elimirate sham and lies from society, and now, here he
is, admitting that man must have a life-illusion in order
to live. In brief, shatter man's life-lie, and shatter
hi 8 whole world. He proved this point by having Gregers
V.'erle enter the house of Hjalmar Zkdal and in a short
time disrupt the apparent harmony of his home. Gregers
/.nows that Hjalmar's wife, Gina, has been l'r. . erb' 8
(Greger's father) mistress, and that the little girl,
Hedvig, is not really "kdol's child; Growers holds to
the "claim of the ideal" and believes it is hi a rr.lssion
in life to correct the lie upon which Gina and HJelmar'a
marriace is based. The complete sans-rene attitude of
1
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Gregers who believes that the truth will straighten
out matters is nothing short of idiocy; he blurts out
the truth and the life-illusion of the dreamer, Hjalmar,
is destroyed. The outcome is disastrous Hjalmar swears
to leave his wife and brear up the home, and the child,
Hedvig, conscious that it is she who has caused the trouble,
goes up to the gsrret to kill her dearest treasure, the
wild duck, and then to kill herself in order to prove her
love for her father, Hjalmar,
This child -character
,
Hedvig, is most delicately drawn,
and appeals to our sympathy. Her eyes, which are goiner to
become blind, make 8 strong appeal to us who realize that
the child's few pleas:, res will be soon tsken away. Her
arcent devotion to the pretended-genius, Hjalmar, is
beautiful in its childish credulity and faith. One receives
a violent shock when the body of the dead child is presented
to the audience; that final scene is so shockinply grotesoue
that the onlooker must be steeled with an Aristophanic sense
of the comic in order not to succumb to the ghastly aspect
of the pe rforme nee
The whole r>lay is the exposing of the tr uth-fana t io
who bungles everyone's life in trying to find the "claims of
1, The Lew Ibsen: Otto 'Veigand.
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the ideal." Gregers 7/erle is in direct opposition to
Celling, that blunt creature who has more sense than
anyone in the house. Helling does not wear rose-colored
glasses; he sees human nature as it is, and Hjalmar,
that first-rate virtuoso of old-time melodrama, can not
fool him with "nre tend ed-geni us " and "scientific mind."
At the very end of the play Polling tells Ore e-ers
Relling: "Before a year is over, little Hecvig
will be nothing- to him but a petty
theme for d eclamati on. .. .you'll hear
him spouting about "the child too early
torn from her father's heart;" Then
you'll see him steep himself in a
syrup of sentiment and self -admiration
and self-pity. Just you wait!"
Gregers: "If you are right, and I am wrong, then
life is not worth living."
Relling: "Oh, life wjuld be ouite tolerable,
after all, if only we could be rid of
the confounded duns that keep on
pestering us, in our noverty, wi th the
claim of the ideal . "
1. Collected V.'arks of Tenrik Ibsen: William Archer, Volume VIII
Pare 4 00.
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Relling's very phrases carry a keen sense of humor
and also a bit of pathos; but he is too much the realist
to parley with ideals. Ibsen, himself, stands midway
betv.een the two characters; he is both a Celling and a
jregers each one vying with the other for supremacy.
"The Wild Duck" plays a great part in Ibsen 1 s
intellectual evolution; the drama marks the summit of
the artist's achievements in modern prose up to now.
Ibsen"1" said that he hor>ed "The V.'ild Luck" might perhaps
lure some of the younger dramatists into new paths;
this might be but the true value of this play lies in
the fact that it marks the transition from realism to
symbolism this symbolism being predominate throughout
the whole of his third and last period numbering seven
plays in al 1
.
1. Correspondence: Letters to He*el. September 2, lbU5.
c
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C. CRITICAL EVALUATION OP HIS SEOOBJJ
PERIOD DF DEVELOPMENT
We have just finished discussing Ibsen's second
period, and we shall now take a small resume of it. Ibsen's
youthful life was sordid; he was poor; he was undernourished;
he saw sham and lies conquering truth and honesty; he saw the
power of money "brandish its raw stick tyrannically over the heads
of the poor; he felt keenly the anguish of "being outside the
pale of aristocracy, and not being able to enter the domain
of the blue-bloods. 7/ith all this in mind is it any wonder
then that he bitterly attacked life from every conceivable
point? Is it any mystery, then, that he used cutting words
in addressing the Philistine erotic; that he was profoundly
distrustful of the sustaining power of love throughout the
changes of a life time; that he felt ov ry strong men in the
community to be a swindler of the less powerful? Ha, indeed,
Henrik Ibsen "saw life steadily and saw it whole;" he was not
going to be misled by the tawny tinsel of an ephemeral festival.
To Ibsen his country, I.'orway, was the abode of pettiness,
anathy, and fe int-hear ted ne ss, and in later life Norway became
so hateful to him that he turned his lack on it completely.
Ever since 1864 Ibsen has never had a home; he has travelled
through such countries as Italy, Dresden and Tunioh, but never
r
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has he regarded hir.se If as "being: "at hone."
This fact of his separation from his people hears preat
weight in discussing his second reriod, for it shows that
Ibsen became what his later plays exemplify a solitary man
who walked alone in his greatness. Ee became ^rim tactiturn
beyond all imagination, and settled himself v. ith pen and paper,
planning to forget the world that had shown only its claws to
him. Ee had sought beauty for beauty's sake, and because at
so immature an ap-e as twenty-six he had never found his
treasure, he took solace in unveiling the sad truths of life
that lies behind glamorous appearances.
The first play of his second period "The league of '.'outh"
deals with the rise and rroerress of one Stens-ard. It is in
thia character that Ibsen vents all his vermin against
political cesspools. Stensp-ard .is a vule-ar proletariat; but
he is ambitious to pain a political foothold, regardless of
th ? means used to attain his ends.
Ibsen is more or less side-tracked in this play from
his uKual task, because here he seems to admit that party
mohs are always headed by a tensgard, and that there is
"no U8e talking-" to employ a c» on express ion, Ibsen
illustrates his hatred of parties later in "An Ivneny of
the People" when Dr. Stockmann sa.vs:
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"A party is like a sausage machine; it grids
al] the heads together ir one smash.
This play "The League of Youth" is very forceful; it
would play well in an open theatre where the staee was a
number of soapboxes, and each character could play his role
like some hot-blooded politician. But this play was only a
suggestion of what was to come, later, in "An Fnemy of the
People." "The learue of Youth" started Ibsen thinking on
the sordid side of community politics end the contemptible
workings of its small-town political machine.
Ibsen's next play is an invective against sham and lies.
"The Pillars of Society" is a crama that enhances Ibsen; it is
essentially an Ibsen-play; it is marked by all his extravagances
it tears the very atmosnhere with its awfulness; it routs like
some terrible monster agains 4- life's vicissitudes. In "The
Pillars of Society" Ibsen pours delicious irony on those
conventional lies which are regarded as the foundations of
social end domestic life. Consul ^ernick is a rich ship-owner
and a very pillar of society; the v»hole town bows acnuiescence
to his command. :'he play revolves around narrow-minded
Philistinism, and the petty village souls feed on scandals as
crows on carrion; it is thoir greatest pleasure to render
defenseless reputation t :> shreds. Ae I read r.hie play I heroly
1. Collected '..'orks of Honrik Ibsen: V/illiam Archer. Volume VII
Page 100,
r
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knew whether he was laughing at life or crying for life!
^he sudden confession of Consul Bernick at the end of the
play entirely decomposed me; I felt It Ben was a tout to
portray another shamed -Judas, who sknlks away in the shadows
of his own prison. Instead he aroused my very sense of
justice by allowing Berwick's humility to win the people's
t>ity.
I myself can not allow for such a change of character
in so short a time as one hour; Bernick had been sinning for
years, how could he find the straight and narrow path by the
flicker of an eyelash, and how c ould his change of heart be
motivated by anything but cowardicej
Ibsen completely turns the villain into a model of virtue;
Bernick does a moral somersault and lands into the loving arms
of his forgiving family. Ibsen who is usually so scrupulous in
his adherence to reality seems to forget, for a moment, truth
and lapses into a semi-conscious state of theetrical effective-
ness and he gives hie eueience what they want the trans-
formed rake who now sits amid his family circle as the prodigal
son—-while the servants kill the fatted calf.
As I proceed to take up the next play of Ibsen's second
period, I become hurble at the th ought 8 of evaluating e uch a
masterpiece. "A Doll's Houee" caused much stir at one time;
it was denounced, but now "A Doll's House* holdE ar eminent
II
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-nlace ong the dramas of the world. The plav contains
Ibsen's most elaborate portrait of a woman, and it is his
chief contribution to the elucidation of the questions
relating to the social functions and positions of women
in the modern world."1- The play is a tragedy of marriasre;
but Ibsen has so closely knit the knots of the tragedy
that the play seems all end and no beginning. Nora is
adorable; she doss outra^-eous things, but withal we can
condone her actions because her husband, T rvald Helmer,
treats her like a precious toy instead of a person having
common-sense. I can hear you say Nora had no common-sense
or she would not have flirted to attain her encs, or borrowed
money by forcing her father's name, . or lie so gl ibly-—while
I admit she did do "naughty" things, much like an untutored
yet inherently good child I.'ora He lmer showed great sense
in leaving Torvald, for what was he more than a narrow-minded
nlebian who could only shout at his wife:
"No man sacrifices his honor even for the one he
loves. "2
A modem, way of saying:
1. The Kew Spirit: Havel ock Kills. Page 160
2. Collected '.Y^rke of Henrik Ibsen: V.'illiam Archer. Volume VII
Pa F*e 1 48 •
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"I could not love thee, dear, so r.uch lovec I
not honor more."
Beginning with Ilora, working through I'ra. Alving,
Rebecca, Hedda fabler, and others, Ibsen emancipated the
women from their bondage of subservience to the male secies.
Ten have held the throne long enough, let them become the
spectators now, while the down-trodden women make their
debut, and fling aside their cloak of reticence. I.ora is
the first suffragette and she is followed by an army who
break through the conventional barriers and shout, with
joyous voice, and in one accord "Y.'e've arrived, let those
who will follow."
In "Ghosts" Ibsen has reached his highest point of art,
Kis characters are common place; his scenes are everyday
in fact v.e see only the library of I'rs.Alving's hone the
die^orue is simple; but the play carries a traric intensity
tha 4" seers our very soul.
No natter how r.any times I read over that last scene of
"Ghosts, " and r<ad the dialogue between the mother and son,
and read his last cries: "The sun, the sun," I feel smothered,
I experience a shudder of horror at the grotesque ending, and
I always recall Shelley's "Cenci", with the calm Beatrice
fixing her hair in preparation for her death. 'he "Cenci " was
full of insanity; Shelley made you recoil in disgust from the
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erotesoue scenes just as Ibsen's final scene in "Ghosts"
scrapes the very marrow of your sensibilities. Both the
Cenci and Oswald are only victims of their environment,
hut that does not lessen any the horror and ghastliness of
"both characters.
"Ghosts" left the audience in a turmoil. Would I.'rs.
Alving kill her son would she keep her rrorise, and give
him the telle ts? Or would she mother-love conouerir.g
l:eep him alive although life for him would mean only endless
misery, 77ell, Ibsen did not concern himself with the answer;
his mission v;as to cu est ion, and let the audience solve the
problem.
This play marks Ihsen as a modern drematist; had he gone
no further in his dramatic-writing, I am convir.ced that his
fame would have been established with the production of "Ghosts,"
and he would have been proclaimed as one of the leading dramatists
of his day.
His next play, "An Knemy of The People," wai! written in a •
very uncheerful mood, for Ibsen was ventirg his rage on the
peorle vtfio had spitefully received his 'Ghosts." For this
reason, Ibsen is at his beet; revenge is guiding his pen arti
the result is that "An Fnemy of the Teople" is ono of his
keenest and wittiest works* Although Ibsen keens Tr, Stockmann
(
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distinct from hi- seZf , he does not lose a chance to make
this courageous physician his own mouthpiece.
The play is important in that it brings forth the
poet's essentially aristocratic principles for the first
time; for never before had Ibsen so forcibly preached the
doctrine that grave error is always to be found among' the
majority. Here he exemplified his life's doctrine: "The
strongest r.an in the world is he who stands alone."
Dp* Stockmann is one of the most likable of Ibsen's
characters. ffa see his moral earnestness as opposed to
the thieving immorality of the day. He is a simple
character whose every simplicity stamps him as a man among
men; it is through the doctor's own feeling of futility
that we come to regard him as great— -he knows his head is
hitting the inevitable stone wall; but for the sake of
justice he keeps hammering away with a v^npearce! '"hat a
splendid manj How our corrupted present-day politics naed
the pu idi ng-hand of a competent StockmannJ How ouickly the
world would succumb to political cleanliness if only a
Stockmann could rule it with an unyieldinr hand!
In this play, as his others, Ibsen ends the scene with
dramatic force fulne if ; he shows his time-worn thoory that the
ripht is always the minority, and th" wronp is th r» "a^ority,
and I think the fourth act in the play is one of the most
VI
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powerful and genuinely dramatic acts that Ibsen ever wrote.
"The Wild Duck" is, perhaps, Ibsen's most pessimistic
play; "but certainly a remarkable one, I regard this nlay as
s definite marked advancement in his art. He curls his heart
around that pathetically lovable and noblehearted little
girl EecviP, and gives us, for once, a glimpse into his other
self which shows itself to be kind-hearted and eenial. In this
play Ibsen forgets the tricks of his trade, and rerches himself
in or»en-view of his public.
This work is also important because we can trace an after-
effect of the maltreatment that was Ibsen's recompense for
"Ghosts" in the character of nregers '."erle who is a caricature
of the man who insists on bearing witness for the troth.
Let us compare this play, ''The fill Duck," to "The Pillars
of Society." In the latter play we have the melodraratic ending
where the rake becomes the saint; a ship is rescued so as to
prevent disaster, and the ugly becomes the *ood; but in 'The
V.'ild Duck" we have the bitter reality of life; the full auster-
ity together with the full suavity of art. 1
"The V/ild Duck" pr> sente Ibsen in a different mood, and
pthus it leaves us with a sense of topsy-t urviness . V.'eigand has
referred to it ae a madhouse play, and I am convinced to believe
1. Henrik Ibsen: George Jrandes. Pare 34,
2. The I."w I. sen: Otto V.'eirand,
i
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him. Taken as a whole, it appears first to %e a splendid
play for mad people to enjoy; hut when dissected and analyzed
it takes a form, and it "begins eventually to mean something.
"The V/ild Duck" discusses the moral aspects of the
eouality of the sexes. Is a v.oman, who has had no relationship
with a man before marriage, entitled to expect the same from
her husband? Is a man, who has had relationships with other
women before marriage, entitled to complain if his wife has
also had such relationships? Ibsen seems to solve this sex
eouality question by saying that there can be no true marriage
"ithout mutual knowledge and mutual confession.
Ibsen's real claim to honor in this play is that he seems
to have lived through every experience that he writes about.
It is not the disconnected ra^blings of an imaginative holiday;
but while he depicts scene after scene, he clings tenaciously
to thi theme "the ideal demand." Ibsen sums up the moral of
this nlay in tho words of the cynical r. Pel ling:*
"Oh, life might yet be ouite tolerable, if we were
only left in peace by those blesBed duns who are
continually knocking at the door of us poor folk
with their 'ideal demand."
ThuB Ibsen finished his Second Period. He first stood
p
waist deep in the romantic state; but by a slow process worked
1. Collocted V.'orks of Honrik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume VIII
Fag* 400.
£. Henrik Ibsen: George Drendes. Pare 79.
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himself out of it until he stood, safe and dry, on the
shores of realism. This Second Period marks an epoch in
Ibsen's life for two reasons:
(1) It caused him to he recognized hy the world
as an eminent dramatist.
(2) He tosses traditions to the winds and makes
needed renovations in the dramatic world. As Ibsen stands
ready to enter the '^hird and last Period of his life's work
we can only stand back and -pay tribute to so frreat a mind—
a genias cver-deve loping'
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In "Rosmer sholm, " the play with which Ibsen
followed up "The TTild Duck," there is a marked change in
his technioue. Ibsen seems to try to follow up the idea
of his soc iel-d raras , "but becomes so intensely interested
in the two leading characters, Hosmer and Rebecca, that he
transforms it into a psychological play based on individual
di fferences.
The theme of the play is simple; the credulous husband,
the self-sacrificing wife, (who is dead when the play opens)
and the wily woman who employs arts and intrigues to rain a
foothold in his home. The play is a fine example of the retro-
spective method used in "Odipus Hex," for in the first act the
deeds leading to the castatrophe are done, and all Ibsen needs
is a few more scenes with which to set off the bomb.
As I look back on Ibsen's earlier plays, and try to find
any foundation upon which he based "Ro smer sholm, * I came upon
this clue:
At the end of "An IflfMJ of the People," Ibsen leaves Tr.
Stockmann an emancipated man. He was to become a "free" man,
in every sense of the word; but the character of Poemer takeo
on this "free" attitude at the very beginning of "Posmersholm.
In brief, he picks up Stockmann's thread, snd he i s ?Mnr to
free his community from the shockles of lying conventions. As
<
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soon as Kroll, that weak-minded school-master, learns of
Posmer's transition from a conservative man to one who holds
the most radical of views, he "bee-ins a violent attack upon
Posmer's intellectual emancipation. Posraer has to "be subjected
to community gossip and spiteful attack lust as Stockmann did;
he is insulted in every way and the papers hinted that such
free thinking ideas could not be such a distance from free-
living.
Rebecca is tne impelling force in this play. When she maxes
her confession that she d eliberately s et out with the intention
of causing Beata (Posmer's wife) to commit suicide, we are not
surprised. Naturally a girl who is an illegitimate child and
?;ho was brought up by a free- thinking father who claimed no
connection with the moral or the e-ood, could not be expected
to be otherwise than degenerate. Her later confession of a
discreditable episode with some man does not surprise us, either.
Ibsen makes Rebecca a psychological study of an individual who
has been destroyed by environment; she is a H.jordis less violent,
but more mature. Pebecca 'Vest is a Nora Helmer, developed to
the point of depravity, and she is the first of Ibsen's line
of women who mierht be termed "d e va sta t irgly individual."
The relationship between Poaner and Pebecca is strained
by the feet that neither has the c Duraire of his or her own
conviction; Pebecca fixed the stage for herself, but when
Posraer fell into the net and proposed marriage to her, she lost
m i
» <
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her nerve and refused. Rosmer is just the pathetic por-
trayal of a nan who is easily lec on; he makes no impression
until the end of the drana where he insists that he will
follow Rebecca into the mill-race if she will go first.
The final scene in this play is "breath-taking; it seems
incredible that Rebecca West is going to atone for her sins
by throwing her body in the mill-race. I awaited lbs-en's
master-hand to turn the drama quickly from all-tragedy to
half-trageciy ; to avert Rebecca's death and to have Rosmer's
faith in her renewed. It was appalling to believe that the
two would cast themselves away, yet they do; into the dark
night the two go, hand in hand, mount the bridge, and embracing
each other, leap into the cataract.
In this play, "Rosmer sholm, " Ibsen has penetrated more
deeply into the soil of human conscience than in any other
works. I felt ^hat he was trying to eliminate social pressure
and give his audience a clear vision of human-beings who live,
lauerh, love and die; who suff r the vilest tortures; who commit
th- gravest sins ; r et withal are brave and fine enough to
confess and to atone.
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THE LADY mm THE SEA
"The Lady from the Sea" is the first play of
Ibsen's which is devoted entirely to pare psychology; this
fact probably accourts for the many weaknesses found in the
drama. The piece is decidedly devoid of artistic-greatness,
and the characters seerr; less "Ibsenite" than usual; it seems
to play an intermediate part in Ibsen's development, for its
immediate predecessors, "The Vild Duck" and "Ro smer sholm,
"
and its immediate successors, "Hedda fabler" and "The lister
Builder" are masterpieces, while "The Lady from the Sea" falls
below in technique and in intellectual force.
Archer^ says that at first Ibsen intended Y/angel to be a
lawyer; but his natural antipathy to legal-minded men
(Stensgard, Helmer, Tjrogstad, Brack) made him alter his plans
and give the medical profession to the character of V.'anffel.
All Ibsen's doctors are sympathetic, kindly creatures (Rank,
Stockmann, Pelling, Fieldbo) as opposed to the mercenary
men called lawyers.
Fllida is one of Ibsen ' s rarest women characters; she
has married Dr. J'angel and never once attempted to become
mother to his two children, Boletta and Hilda, born out of
his first marriage. V.Tien vllida comes upon the stage, she
wears a cloak over her bathing attire and her hair is down;
1. William Archer: Preface to "Lady from the Sea". Page 23.
t
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immediately one feels that Ibsen is trying to "bring out
his idea of "The Lady from the Sea" with no deviation.
All through this play, Ibsen keeps up this sea-motif, in one
part Dr. Wangel says:
"Have you not noticed who live out by the open sea
are like a race apart? They seem almost to live the
life of the sea itself."1
This is especially true of Ellida all her life has
"been spent "by the sea, and the doctor feels he has committed
a grave error in removing her from her natural element.
Kllida tells Wangel that she can no longer live as his
wife, and she tells him of a romantic love-affair years ago
with a disreputable sailor. This sailor has become a terror
to her; she is afraid of his return "because she will go off
with him if she once sees him again. Wangel realizes the
mental condition of his wife, and tries to soothe her; in the
meantime an ^nglish ship enters port and on it is the "Stranger
Wher. the Stringer oemands ^llida the doctor becomes angry,
and it is only the feeling that Ellida might l^ve this man
which keeps him from handing him over to the authorities.
The climax ia reached when Wangel, realizing his in-
ability to hold his wife against the power of this Stranger,
tells her that she is free to go to him; free to choose, and
all on her own responsibility. That last phrase captures
Ellida's fancy.
1. Collected Work 8 of Henr lk Ibsen: William Archer. Volume IX
Page 288
I
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El lid a: "In freedom, wangel, and on my own
res pons ibility? Responsibility
I
This this transforms e verything • "•*
She has no choice to make, now. She accepts Y/angel's offer,
and goes "back to his home, "on her own responsibility."
The symbolic meaning of this story is this:
Ibsen wanted to show that every human soul, before it
resigns itself to discipline, must feel the wild allurements
of an uncivilized freedom. Fllida's was a psychological
rebellion; she felt some inner power pulling faar against her
will, and the fantastic idea of such a weird situation enticed
her on. It was V.'angel, the po od-na t ured , altruistic doctor,
who saved her from ruin by seeing jaat what she needed; he
recognized her restlessness under restraint, and forthwith
gave her complete freedom.
The last scene shows that Ibsen believes in the theory
of "duty;" "llida is now at home, and she begins to assume
responsibilities that she had hitherto left to her eldest
step-daughter. She Is cured of her strange disease, and
endeavors to perform her wifely duties with genuine pleasure.
In this play, Ibsen has, for the first time, dealt with
the occult; but it is a mere scratching of a sur ice, and I
felt that his whole attitude toward Ellida's fascination for
1. Colleoted '..'orks of Kenrik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume IX
Pape 483
.
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the Stranger was one of gentle satire-— that her imagination
was set-on fire by the romantic imaee of a man Ion?? absent,
and that dissatisfaction would he the outcome when the
Stranger returned. In "brief, Ibsen's play could he summed
up in a line taken from Shelley's "To a Skylark":
"We look hefore and after; we pine for what is not.
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HEDDA G1BLER
The ana zing ouality of "Hecda fabler" is em-
phasized by the fact that its predecessor, "Lady from
the Sea" was so poor:-"The Lady from the Sea" was Ibsen
taking a casual saunter down the "blind alleys of thought
and "Hedda Gabler" was the after-effect of this digression,
"'he suppression of his genius in "The Lady from the Sea"
might he compared to the theory of marginal utility-— Ibsen
had gone on with a remarkable d eve lopment---each drama he
wrote was superlative to the last, and suddenly he found he
could not digest any more dramas in Other words, "Ro smer sholm"
finished him for a while; he had had enough, just as a small
boy has had sufficient chocolates after he has consumed a two
pound box. F'it wait a while I Give the small boy a chance to
recover, and he will eat as many bon-bons ap*ain. So it was
with Ibsen; he needed a r$ st from over consumption and he
found this rest in writing "The Lady from the Sea." "Hedda
Gabler" was a r- turning to normalcy, and what a striking
come-backj
"Hedda labler" might be traced back as far as Hjordis
of "The Vikings at Helgeland." Hjordis was that ferocious
type of woman who had no appeal; she was devilish and a most
repellent and obnoxious female for man to think upon. Like
Hjordis, Hedda was a fierce apitator who incited men to rash
ct
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deeds "by her cunning phrases and saccharine voice. But Hedda
was more nearly matched a Nora or a Helen in that Hedda was
supposed t o he a modern aristocrat. Heed a revelled in playing
with fire; but she must first he assured that there would not
he any danger of getting burnt. In one scene Brack says:"'"
"An orgie followed by the customary free fight
with resultant ejection. Thin a street row outside.
Windows smashed. Police ca lie d ... then the lock-up."
Hedda: "It would be curious t o be present at such a scene."
Brack: "Would you like to be, Mrs. Hedda?"
Hedda: "Oh yes, once in a way. If no one saw me and nobody
heard anything of it afterwards,"
Can not you just picture the smug complaisance of her,
and the "easiest way is the best" idea which so closely resembles
I'oliere's Tartuffe who said-" and secret sinning isn't sin
at all." Oh, the wretched lives that some people live when they
pride themselves and call themselves upright citizens instead
of admitting the t they are sacrimonious blackguards who kiss
God's altar while they steal from His Sanctuary. Pretended
"God's chosen" who are only reminiscent of the money changers
in the Temple I
Such is Hedda Table r; she flirts with any man up to a
point where it becomes danrerous; she would stoop to any crime
to obtain the fir at i ficat ion of hnr desires; she would marry
a man for mercenary reasons and then refuse to have conjugal
1. Collected Works of Henrik Tb. en: William Archer. Volume X
Page 43?.
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relations with him, and then she woaId preen her feathers,
show a steel-ly, fixed smile, and sigh: "Oh, I'm so virtuous!"
Hedda takes Helen Alving's ideas without any of Hrs.
living's heart; and she advocates Nora's emancipation without
any of Nora's scruples and necessary good sense.
S"he is a woman devoid of sensibilities and her in-
satiable desire for superiority makes her hunger for any new
sensation that might call forth -praises from the onlookers.
Take for instance, the scene where she burns lovborg's man-
uscript, and then has the utter audacity to tell Tesman, her
husband, that she flifl it for love of him, that she could not
bear to think of Lovborg ever proving his mental superiority
over her own, dear husband. Hedda f s irony contains the pre-
scribed venom, and Ibsen drives home more than ever the fact
that one might tell you hov; charming you w ere
,
yet rentally
he could be thinking you the worst of fops: to use Shakespeare's
phrase "There's darters in men's smiles." Never trust the
surface.... a lesson that the Norv.erian Seer has ever been
trying to teach!
Nora and Helen Alving lead the v. ay for Hedda when they
denied their nt<~j re8t in old traditions; but it m s Hedda who
really made the first complete cash across the cesert of Revolts
It is she who would say the "dam it all" that Nora feverishly
I
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wished to say, and it is she who would strike the match
to the cigarette that LTora or Helen might dare only to
insert in their mouth. It is only this spirit of hers that
saves her from falling into the filthy state of degeneracy
to which she rightly belongs, and manages to classifjr her
in the list "A" of Ibsen's women,
.'esman plays the part of the stupid husband, and develops
from a Torvald Holmer or even a suave Consul Bernick, though
it is true Tesman's only sin is his exalted opinion of "the
aunties "-a sin easy enough to forgive when one considers his
upbringing. The lover, Lovborg, is the sinner who repents only
to sin some more; Ibsen seems to use him only for a minor part,
a cog in the machinery that is to prind out Heed a 1 s future ruin
The a "lvsted is his paramour, a bit of "sweetness and light"
who has inspired the degenerate, Lovborg, on to great ambit ions
and her love for him is the simple, devotional kind of love
exemplified by a Darny or a larger et.
The suicide of Hedda comes with a surprise, for although
she is in the clutches of Judpe Brack, owing to the fact that
he recognizes her gun as being the revolver that innocently
enough (but compromieinp enouph) caused Lovborg's end, yet her
death is unwarranted • 3urely a w omen so destitute of morality
would not mind hecominp Brack's mistress. Hedda had been the
cause of three traric occurrences:
fl) By senc inp lovborr to a place where she knew he
«
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could sret liouor freely,
(2) 3y "burning the life's work of a man.
(3) 3y giving her e-un to Lovbore:, thus subtly
insinuating that death might be easy for him.
If a woman could stoop to such crimes, or abet them, surely,
she could surrender her body to a man, especially ?;hen she
loathed her husband, always admitting she married him for
mair tenan ce#
But I think Ibs^n killed her off because he was in the
habit of ending his plays that way, and, also, that suicide
might display a quixote idealism on her part. Hedda had
always kept herself within the limits of Platonic vice; she
had called ^hia restraint "virtue;" maybe Ibsen had Hedda
kill herself so that she could die in this supreme virtuei
Auien sabe?
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THE MAST-EE BUILDE8
This drama, "The Master Builder" seems to mark
a certain definite point in Ibsen's intellectual development,
and the strangest part of the entire situation is that the
poet realizes it does. So many people who have become famous
simply can not bear to take defeat in the form of old age and
incapability. It would appear Ibsen had thought out the whole
thing in a logical fashion; he saw age creeping on him, and a
new generation growing up about him. V.Tiat to do? In the
artist's mind there was only one thing to do-—accept the
facts and make the most of a sad truth.
"The Taster Builder" is the real trae-edy of a guilty
conscience, for the protsponist
,
Solness, who is a self-
made nan, is a man of conscience and quite capable of sympathy.
Solness seems to be Ibsen himself, and their relation becomes
more and more apparent as the play progresses.
Solness, through hard work, has become the I.'aster Builder;
he is world -known for his ere.- ti oris, .yet he sees that the
young lad in his employment (Rar-nar) is artistically gifted
and that unless he discourages the boy's genius, soon Kagnar
will take Solness' place as the lister Builder. The self-made
man will not bear the thought, and in order that Itegnar'8 talent
might lie undiscovered, Solness sets about to alienate the boy's
iI
I
I
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"betrothed, Kaya Fosli. Kaya is captured by the older man's
charm and falls a susceptible prey to his intrigue. Of
course Soilness uses her only as one more victim to his
success, and when he is satisfied that Ragnar's genius is
destroyed by a broken heart, Solness cruelly dismisses
Kaya frorr his sight. To him it was only an eposide; the
end justified the means.
But in this play "The lister Builder" Ibsen does
make one perfect and evident development in the character
of Hilda Wangel the young girl of "The Lady from the Sea."
Hilda has made Solness' aco uaintance ten years ago, and at
that time he promised to return for her after a lapse of
rears; as he broke this promise, Hilda holds no scruples
about fulfilling it for him. She enters the Taster Builder's
life like some inhibited rrissette, for though she admires
Solness and loves him, yet she witholds herself from him.
Hilda makes one advance over He da because Hilda subjects
herself to gossip end laur-h8 at it.
It is no wonder that Solnes. becomes so absorbed in
Hilda; she is young, vivid, and Ibsen still has her repeating
her favorite childhood exrression-"Oh, it was so t hrilling
.
somehow." HOT naive faith in Solness' power is adrr. irtile;
she is the epitomy of true devotion to her ideal, end it i s
she who has the power to make ^olneSE concede to youth, for,
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at her request, he gives the young Rap-nar a Rood recommendation.
Thus, Solness has helped the new genirs-tion to rise; a gener-
ation which he knows well will overthrow himj But Hilda's
influence is too powerful; he dares not fall "below her expecta-
tions.
It is this craving to make himself heroic in her eyes
that he promises to repeat his magnificent feat of rears
ago that of climbing to the top of the tower over his home
and place a wreath upon its pinnacle. Here IV a en uses
psychology; the old artist, Solness, knows he is incapable of
performing the deed, "but to ^ratify Hilda's desire and his own
egotism, he makes the ascent that everyone has "begged him to
refrain from. The result is as expected; Solness manages to
mount the tower and to place the erarland thereon but he does
not g°t away. For one terrible moment he wavers and then takes
that dreadful plunee earthward. Solness, the !!aster Builder,
is no more, and he loses his life in the attempt to live up to
Eilda'B idea of him. 1
What Ibsen offers us in this play is the spectacular and
effective; like Solness, he fears the rising generation, and
knows he must be re legs ted to the rear-rank. But why not take
your medicine like a man— -meet the inevitable without flinching
and keep a smiling countenance I
1. Commentary on 'ri tings of Ibsen: H. H. Boyeaen.
ii*
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"The Taster Builder" is Ibsen's last greatest play
of his career, like Solness he has become world-famous, and
now the time has come for him to slip back into nonentity,
and let the younger artists ursurp his place. Henrik Ibsen
seems to have snapped off the light of own genius in this
drama when he plunged the Taster Builder to his death. His
next and last three- dramas exhibit a gradual loosening of
the dramatist's hold upon vitally dramatic phases of human
existence. ^ The magnificence of the poet is displayed more
than ever when we realize his courage in writing "The Taster
Builder," for how few of us are ready to admit our tale is
told and that the grave lies around the corner? riot so with
Ibsen, he faced death as he faced life truthfully acknowledg-
ing the facts. The saddest part of life is that none of us
great or small can become philosophical about old age. If
only we could abide by that quaint and invigorating idea of
Rabbi Ben Kzra : -"Grow old along with me, the best is yet to beJ
1. Furopean Dramatists: Archibald Henderson,
tI
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LITTLE SYOLF
This play might be a development from "Ghosts"
in delivering the same meseap-e that children suffer through
their parent's deeds, Allmers and Rita in this play take on
the part of parents who, through carelessness and their own
passion, are the cause of little Eyolf 's (their only child)
fall from a table a fall that cripple*? him for life. It
treats of rather a sordid theme; in this play, Ibsen certainly
hits the vulgar I He does not make any subtle hints about sex,
here, but rips away the veil and shows life and love with a
vengeance
.
The relation between Allmers and Rita, when we reach
them in the first act is decidedly strained. Kita represents
the woman who craves affection and love from her husband, while
Allmers is the cold, calculating type who is repulsed by
passion. Once he was responsive to Rita's desires, but now
he is determined to Five all his attention to his cripple-son,
Eyolf, The very thoupht of his alienated affections tears
Rita to pieces, and in a mad moment she wished Eyojf dead.
This wish ie fulfilled at the end of the first act, for
Eydlf falls off the edre of the wharf into the ford.
From this noint on, Ibsen roves his dra^a with an intense
rabidity that is almost horrifying. Eita and Allmers ?o
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through that dreadful state of a guilty conscience which
results only in misery for both of them. There is one
tragic scene when Allmers casts all the blame upon his
wife's shoulders and she, ir. turn, shields herself by
making bitter invectives against him. The whole situation
is erotesouely real; one feels the futility of their
quarrels, yet one realizes that each has an ideal to uphold
and in doing so, swords must clash and blood must be shed.
I think that this is the only play of Ibsen which reveals
human nature in the flesh, so to sreak. All his other
plays moistened our eyes and awakened our hearts; but it
is "Little Fyolf" with its pathos, its tragedy, its over-
whelming gravity, that startles us from our seats and ma^es
us drink in the air, sharply, as if we were trying to purge
our soul from the dreadful taint it has received by being
connected with so indelicate a theme.
The character of lyolf links up with Eedvig; she was so
sweet, so admirable, and so undaunted in her suffering just
as Eyolf wes poor, little Eyolf who wanted to be a soldier
a soldier, with his treric, maimed body good only for an
invalid's chair. There is something uncanny in Ibsen's
treatment of children; he seems to take their little, sad
lives and turn them into big, harpy children thr^uph the
power of death. Hedvig became magnificent in death ;*we
forgot her weak ';yes in remerrberinr her preat heart. Little
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Eyolf, the pitiful cripple, became glorified in death. A
little hero who is sacrificed upon the a It- r of the Sods.
The character of the Rat-'.'ife in this play seems to
be the use of the symbolic which Ibsen had been developing
ever since "The V'ild Duck." The Rat-V/ife symbolized Death;
she fascinated one by her "still, soft darkness," that is
associated vji th shadows and erave-yards. She is a purely
fantastic creature and serves Ibsen's purpose completely-—
that of 1 urine the impressionable Eyolf to follow her, just
as the rats do ( down into the deaths of the sea.
This nlay, "Little Eyolf," is full of cuality; it is both
a charming a ni repellent, and above all, a beautiful piece of
art. The terribleness of the drama fascinated me beyond
words. I studied this work again and a^ain and while I admit
the play does not follow Ibsen's peneral trend of development,
and is a letting-up of his intellectual evolution, yet I must
admit it holds a unique place ir his works.
Even if one did not know the date of "Little Eyolf,"
one could confidently assig: it to the latest period of
Ibsen '8 career, on noting a certain difference of scale
"between its foundations and its superstructure. All Ibsen's
later plays shov/ a decided turn of technioue that of
rassing, as 8 oon as his drama opens, from inventive Genius
1. Collected '.'orks of Henri k Ibsen: Willi an Archer. Freface
Page 15.
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to a genius more interested in analysis. Ibsen "becomes
absorbed in the souls of his actors an interest which
he always displayed, yet it took three periods of writing
before it was perfectly developed. His last two plays
show raore and more evidence of this nenchant, and the
OrwegieH Seer erics his play-writing career by casually
shifting the slant* of his l:een eyes from the character
itself to the s du3 of the character.
r
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JOHN GABRIEL BOBUM
The central figure of this drama, "John Gabriel
Borkman," i s an unscrupulous financier who married for a
career, and who is s o f ull of self-c omplai sane e that when
defeat comas arc overthrows him mercilessly, he still
persists in his oelief that the world has wronged him,
Borkman was a fool; he was a man who strutted, and his
struttings resembled those of s peacock that has lost its
feathers. The close kinship of Borkman to Bernick in "The
Pillars of Society" is amazing, for both men are guilty of
similar crimes; both had given up their true loves for the
sake of their own business interests, and both men were
placed between two sisters.
These two sisters, ^unhild and rlla Rentheim, remind us
greatly of Lona Hessel and I'rs. Bernick of "Pillars of Society."
Flla is a continuation of lona the rejected woman who is all
tenc er devotion to the man who so cruelly jiltec her to marry
"money," ttiile CJunhild Borkman represents T.'rs. Bernick, the
woman who won the man, but whose victory contained certain
heartbreaking drawbac :s. This drama, "John Gabriel Borkman,"
displays a marvelous indication of Ibsen's development, for
we can trace back the '11a and Ounhild types to "The Feast
at Solhaug." Remember the character of the mad Alfhild who
revenges herself on Olaf after his desertion! Remember the
<t
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furious Hjordis in "The Vikings of Helgoland" as opposed
to the sweet, amiable -agnyl Remember the wild and savage
reckless gypsy girl, Gerd in "Brand," and then recall the
"beautiful devotion of the altruistic AgnesJ
In the character of Toldal, Ibsen seems to have been
inspired by Lyngstrand of "The Lady from the Sea" that
poor failure who thought he was fated to be a great sculptor.
Toldal lived on the thought that the tragedy which he had
written in his youth would someday be recognized and he would
be famous. Ibsen seems to have some sympathy for failures in
this drama; for instance, he d i d not paint old toldal with
too dashing a brush, but left him more in the kindliness of
thickening shadows. Sometimes I thought I heard the old poet's
outcry in this nlay as he, too, felt the hand of ice near his
heart, and in nlace of his usual stern countenance and un-
yielding personality, he seems to repeat to the world the
words of T!lla Pentheim to her sister:
"Yes, the coldness of heart is gone. And now I
think we two may hold out our hands to each other. "^
The remarkable feature of this late drama is Ibsen's feat
of carrying through the entire action of a four-act pley without
so much as a single break; but this close observance to the
unity of time is more curious than important. V/hile we must
1. Collected V/orks of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume XI
Page 323.
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admit "John Gabriel Borkman" displays great technical skill,
yet we can not help realizing that Ibsen's sticking-force
is losing its hold; Ibsen seems to become weary; he starts
with a flourish which is entirely lacking before the end of
the second act and the final scenes of his later plays
compare unfavorably to those of earlier days. It is not that
the "orwep-ian 3eer can not hold the tension up to the very
last; it is simply that his creative energy has been used
beyond endurance in such draras as "Eedda Gabler," "Ghosts,
or "The Wild Duck" and the time has come for relaxation.
?rom "The V.'ild Duck" to "John Gabriel orkman" Ibsen
has travelled a loner distance.-1- "The V.'ild Duck" is the
work of an exuberant artist while "John Gabriel Borkman" is
the work of an old man. Ibsen sees the p:wer of love, and
realizes what a life-force it is; he brings out this idea
strongly in Ella's remark to :?orkman:2
"You have killed the love-life in me. The Bible
speaks of a mysterious sin for which there is no
forgiveness now I understand that great,
unpardonable sin is to murder the love life in a
human 8 oul.
"
1. The New Ibsen: Otto 'oigand.
2. Collected Works of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume XI
Page 246.
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Thus, Ibsen shows the havoc that denial of affection
may cause in the lives of those v;ho crave love. His lesson
is this: nick up the threads of a broken kinship before a
careless wind scatters them beyond collection to live with
a hating heart is to live with no heart at all. "'his is the
lesson that the aped poet tries to teach, and we may all agree
that the very fact of his teaching such a lesson admits the
reluctant truth. Ibsen the upstart, unconventional dramatist
becomes Ibsen the quiet, almost rod -feari ng Christian.

13 6
WHEN WE EEAD
This last drama of Ibsen's is the last of a
series of dramas in which personal confession had more
and more bee one the dominant chord. Professor P.ubek
is like Ibsen, himself, for he, too, has made a world-
renownec reputation, and like Rubek, feels the futility
of his success. There is something in this play that is
akin to Ibsen's calvary and resurrection; one feels he has
suffered the tortures of the damned and has finally risen
from his bed of pain, a new man.
The drama itself is quite short; the characters number
seven, and of these seven only three have leading parts. In
this play, as in his others, Ibsen uses the fifth-act method
and the drama starts where the action is over Professor
Pubek was the young sculptor who had foupht his way to fame
through the help of Irene, a woman who loved the man in him,
but loathed the artist; she was a true Ibsen-woman. She
sacrifices her own life for his success, and renames to inspire
him to create a statue, called "The Resurrection Eay" a
statue of a woman in the nude who is "filled with a sacred joy
at finding herself unchanged in the higher, freer, happier
region after the Ion*? dreamless sleep of death." It was Irene's
utter co-operation in -.ubek's work that lead to the statufcs
final magnificence; "The Resurrection Day" was a che f d ' oouvre
.
1. The New Ibson: Otto V.'eigand .
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and its reputation "brought for Rubek what he thought
he moat desired I^ame . But the artist had not considered
the "woman" in his model; he was so engaged in eating up
the sweet morsels of victory that dropped by his side that
he, thoughtlessly enough, rewarded Irene's loyalty by an
icy "Thank you for a priceless episode." The word "episode"
rankled in her heart, but she took the hint and cuietly
dropped out of his life.
Now, we find Rubek and his wife, T'aia, striving to
outlive the ennui that their marriaere has brought. Rubek
hates I'£ia; Mala he tea Rubek; both are ready to go off the
deeo end, but one needs a partner to d o the .jumping v,ith,
and naturally the necessary partners appear. Irene returns
with a host of dead husbands '<- a trophies, and she pounces
upon Rubek as another prey; the word "episode" still rankles
in her heart. I'-aia's partner is . efheim, a crude bear-hunter,
but he serves the purpose, end she is only too p-lad to have
found him. ihus, - ubek has found his model Irene, and he
admits to her that, though success came, life has been a
failure. Here, Ibsen again has the opportunity of repeating
a Lona-Bernick scene, an Asta-Allmers scene, or an Ella-
Borlanan scene: the scene of "what-mipht-have-been-had-you-not-
left-me" which ia Ibsen's specialty; Irene berate8 Rubek '8
heartle ss ne S8 ; she was destined for love, caresses, sacred
momenta, and motherhood, all theae Rubek could have given.
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yet he repulsed her, sent her away. Oh, the poignancy
of dreams-shattered now renewed! It is as if Ibsen coils
his very heart-fibres about the sorrows of misdirected
amours ana cries out: "Oh, God, isn't there some way we
can start anew? Some way in which we can undo the past,
and live in freedom and in peace?" For a moment, the
Norwegian Seer forgets the wisdom of the old Greek's
proverb that even God is deprived of one power: that of
making what has been as never having been.
Irene and Rubek see the falsity of their lives, and
Rubek begs her to come to some decision that will alleviate
his sufferings; she forgets the word "episode;" she becomes
all woman, and her heart becomes a silk doormat upon which
the broken sculptor may wipe his tired feet after their long
travel, searching for happiness that will lead him into the
prorised land.
Rubek: "And will you come with me, Irene?"
Irene: "Yes, surely I will come. Wait for me."
Rubek: "Summer night! V/ith you. V'i th you. Oh,
Irene, that might have been our life-ond
that we have forfeit ed-we two."
Irene:"V/e see only the irretrievable when "
Ru ek:"When ?"
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Irene: "V/hen we dead awaken."
The dead may awaken if only they can find an honest
and natural relation in which they shall no longer sacrifice
and sla37- one another. 2 Ibsen gives out a last cry; in this
last play one can detect no falling-off of the artist. His
play is less extravagant, less magnificent, if you will, but
certainly not less inferior. The play carries all the
poignant charm of the artist; and he has sacrificed his
genius in writing this r>lay-—even his very life. But was
it not worth it? T>ie master-hand had travelled over many
pages; it had written many plays, and surely was it not
right that such a hand should give a last final click to
the' door of its ideals before it settled down into the
quiet, restful security of a well-earned vacation.
"V/hen We Dead Awaken'' is a good ending to a pood set of
plays; it is a gentle premonition of the artist's coming
end, and it is like a benediction that seems to infuse the
very atmosphere with incense and the odor of burning candles.
The Sister of L'ercy who stands alone at the very end of the
last act is the epitomy of sacred moments and holy thoughts
her voice and its cry ring forever in the uars of those who
have studied and learned to love Ibsen— -tho man, ana the
1. Collected Works of Henrik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume XI
Par-e 131.
2. Quintessence of Ibsenism: George Bernard 3haw.
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artist and these sane people repeat in unison after her,
sending out her message to that great man whose body lies
in the deep solitude of his grave:
"Pax Vobiscum. m1
1. Collected V/orks of Fenrik Ibsen: William Archer. Volume
Tare 456.
c
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CRITICAL EVALUATION OF HIS THI ?D
AND LAST PERIOD
"Rosrner sholm, Ibsen's play that begins his
Third end Last Period seems to me to be the reply to
all the daring interrogatories of !'rs. Alvin.-. Ibsen has
taken Helen Alving and changed her into a Rebecca V.'est.
'"'his Rebecca has all "rs. Alvinrc's staunchness of character,
but surpasses her in that she possesses a fascination almost
uncanny in its r>ower.
Rebecca is the . r>er s onificati on of the Norseland-the land
from whence she came, the land of extreme- transitions, of
unbroken darkness, and the land of violent, uncontrolled
temperaments •
The intrigue of the play seems to be better adapted for
a novel than for the stage. Ibsen relates the chief events
of the leading lady, Rebecca, but these events are unable to
be presented.
Rosmer's attitude toward Rebecca is ethereal; to him she
is the incarnation of moral purity, and he resents any accu-
sation arainst this ^urity* Ibsen must have spent a great
deal of time on Rosrner, for 7 smer is the embodiment of
spiritual and earthly elements. I coald hardly realize that
such a man existed , --let alone the poot, Ibsen, admitting his
exis te nee,
c<
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"Ro smer sholm" is "beautifully tragic; I could not help
pitying the de-ad wife who sacrificed so much for her husband'
future, and e dually I sympathized with the passionate nature
of Rebecca that finally submitted to sacrifice in order to
prove its w orth
.
The last scene of this play reaches a high pitch of
emotional intens ity • Y/e have the deceived Posmer, the tragic
figure of Jebocca, and the dead wife ever haunting her old
home. I wondered if Rebecca would be brave enough to cast
herself into the cataract, or whether she were only teasing
Rosmer to obtain, through his fear, forgiveness. But Rebecca
has realized her sin, and realized how much Rosmer must have
suffered and she willingly submits to be sacrificed.
The glorious part of this play was Rosmer f s willingness
to follow her to d;-ath; his affection for her wes so deeply
rooted that he, being convinced of her true contrition,
resolves that, although she must rive up her life, he will
also die with her. Ibsen has painted these two creatures
with a magnificent color; he has allowed this ripe color to
deepen with the aping of the characters until finally they
both merge their colors into one radiant hue when they
emb ace before leaping into the cataract.
As I finished roac ing this play I thought how pertinent
a lesson Ibsen had taught: tho hands of the dead are ever
upon the lives of the living, and whether a man will or not-—
he must needs yiold his daily tribute of sacrifice.
I(
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"The Lady from the Sea" is a fantastical bit of work;
Ibsen ases the mysterious woodland to "bring out the character
of P.ebecca in "Rosmorsholm.
"
Ellida's whole life, until her marriage to Dr. '.'angle,
was spent on the ocean. She was the daughter of a lighthouse-
keeper, and Ibsen brings home to us the fact that one v;ho has
lived near the ocean can ne^er be acclimated to the shut-in
life of a mountaineer.
"he Stranger in this play produces a very grotescue
effect; I fancy that Ibsen did not care much whether the
audience believed the stranger to be real or simply a ehost
of Ellida's past. I prefer to think of the Stranger as a
haunting s-host who instead of hurting nil ids shows her
hur true happiness. V.'omen are ever dissatisfied; j?ive them
a crown end they will cast it aside, but try to take away
that crown and they will throw a fit of hysterics. So it
was with El 2 id a; she had Dr. Wangle and she did not want
him. She preferred, instead, to return to her nat-ive abode
the ocean.
Ibsen must havo had a ouiet laugh over "llida, for she
is, without doubt, the most conic of his female characters.
The scene where the Stranger, Ellida, end the Doctor meet
borders on comedy. I can hear the Stranger imploring El 11 da
to leave her husband and fro with him; I can hear the doctor's
wild, passionate cries for her to stay with him---and over all
r
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I hear the emotional outburst of the wavering Ellida:
"Oh I What is it that tempts, and allures, and
entices—-towards the unknown] ^he whole might
of the sea centered upon me J
Then let us see the ouick transition of Zllida as her
husband renounces all claim upon her, and gives her full
perrission to depart in peace with the Stranger.
"In freedom and on my own responsibility? Respon
sibility, too?-that transforms everything. "2
After this speech she mentally settles herself in her
husband's arms. Ibsen has no more to say. He has runs the
curtain down saying, to hims elf ---"try to keep a woman from
poinp- to hell and she will kill people to get there—but
tell her to go there and she will never go." Why? Simply
the perverseness of female reasoning.
"Hedda fabler" is what I term ir Ibsen's deve lopment--
a mental caprice. He indulges in e play that has no didactic
impulse, and ho furnishes the audience with a character so
flossed over with the veneer of aristocracy that her rotten
nature is imnercep tible
•
Hedda is a despicable chLrec*;er. She is cowardly,
conventional, commonplace, spiteful, and decadent. She has
1. Collected V'orks of Henrik Ibsen: V/illiam Archer. Volume IX
Pare 421.
2. Collected V'orks of Henrik Ibsen: '.'.'illiem Archer. Volume IX
Page 431.
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an insatiable vanity, and her life is one grand race for
sensations. A woman in form, bat a devil in spirit might
easily describe her. She has taken a makeshift husband,
Tesman, and for ridden hir: conjugal rights. She has cast
aside a lover when he was poor; but is perfectly willing
to destroy him now that he is a rich and famous man.
I can trace this play from its predecessors, notably
"Ghosts" and "Rosmersholm". Mrs. Airing aired her opinions;
but convention stopped her from acting. Eebecca was the
influence in P.osmer's life; but in the end she preferred
death rather than cause his complete ruin. Hedda did not
think; she acted. She was a vain peacock who forrot that
without her feathers she would be like all other birds.
Her so-celled good -breeding is nothing but a hidirg-p st
for her bad manners ; for in the name of culture she in-
flicts pain on all who prick her sensitive vanity.
Lovborg is her lover in imagination, for the vile
mind of Hedda revels in degeneracy. She loves "closet-
talk," and scandal is the bread which maintairs her sensuous
body.
I cuickly compare Hedda with Hjordis, for has not Ibsen
given us here the old, romantic Hjordie of "The Vikirip-s" in
a modern riding habit? Her husb nd, Teeman, is a amnar in
the RUiee of e scientific lecturer. Tesman is a fool; he is
<
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in direct contrast to the genial, Lovborg. One can hardly
blarre Eedda for hating her hti stand who turns out to "be only
the pedantic collector of rusty folios; but we can blame
her for her dastardly conduct to Lovborg. I'erely to destroy
a nan's life just for the sake of showing that she can control
a human being is the lowest form of vanity, Hedda has no real
ability; she plays with fire, but cries with anguish if she is
the least bit burnt, Eedda goes to the precipice, but she
refuses to cast herself down. She reminds me of that precious
male, Helmer (Doll's House) who was so submerged in his own
conventional anonlishness that he resembled a grotesque mummy.
In this play as all others, Ibsen displays a marvelous
knowledge of human nature, and he has no false modesty when it
comee to -portraying that mad sex females.
"The Taster Builder" is one of Ibsen's greatest contribu-
tions to drama. ItB very aliveness frightens us; but we realize
how true are Ibsen's sentiments. The old darwinian theory of
survival of the fittest strikes at every scene in this rlay.
Solness has rooted out others to pain his strength aa an
architect, and in turn others are fighting to ursurp his rlace;
but Solness ia made of that firm marble which will chip off
bit by bit, but will never be completely demolished. It seem8
to me that Solness' only fault ia hi8 brutality in crushing out
the genius of younrer men, especially Rapnar. It is hard to
imagine a man so devoid of propriety 08 to fjrm connections
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with a young girl for simply mercenary means . Solness 1
attitude toward Kaja Foali is utterly sinful; he cares
nothing for her and only desires her to serve him for a
space of time. And how easily he dismisses her when the
allotted time has passed! Without any scruples he lets
her go from him---or rather makes her go from him.
The coming of Hilda V.'angle into Solness 1 life tears
away his'every habit. He hates to show himself less of
a man than Hilda has painted him for ten long years, and
we see Hilda force Solness out of his ignoble sphere of
superman and force him to the physical feat of standing
on a pinnacle, alone and free.
This feat which Hilda demands Solness to do seems to
me to be a picture of Ibsen's mind. He, too, is creeping
into old ape; youth is heading him off; a to is enfeebling
hie mental gymnastics he asks himself the question
ctn I climb to the peak and stay? The answer is in Solness 1
tumble headlcng to the earth, for this fall symbolizes the
great traredy of life; that youth will always conouer old
ape which in its struggle for survival will always grow
dizzy, lose its prip, and finally crash to the earth.
I fancy that "The l.'at-ter Builder" mar;:s a culminating
point in Ibsen's literary career. He looks back end glows
with pride at his development; he looks forward and sees
only dieaster. The man has touched the pinracle; he has
(I
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climbed high and he stands alone the world but for only
a moment—-a vertigo overtakes him in his splendor and he
falls to earth quietly and swiftly.
"Little Eyolf" is Ibsen at his saddest. It 7*ould seem
that he had entered the kingdom of Soa and came back to earth
suffering with disillusion and pain to think that God allowed
this foul globe to exist.
"Little Eyolf" treats of the relation of parents to a
child. In this play Ibsen revealed his view of human nature
when his characters, Pita and Allmers says:^
Rita: "We are creatures of earth after all."
Allmers: "But something akin to the sea and the heavens,
too, Ri ta .
"
Ibsen discusses the theory of "law of change" in this
play, and he admits that all human conditions are subject
to this law. "little Eyolf" is Ibsen's poem on
""e tanorrhorsis , " because it deals with the transmutations
of which classic Mythology speaks so often. In this drama
we see the "law of change" displayed in the formation and
transformation of human farlings, in human feelings dying
out and coming to life again, in the progress and decline
of the play itself. 2
Eyolf 8 death is an epoch-making calamity in this
play, end Allmers and Kita are always discussing the cause,
1. Collected Works of Henrik Ibsen: Willism Archer. 7olume XI
Pare 98.
2. Henrik Ibsen: Critical Studies: Oeorpe Brandes.
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fault and responsibility of Zyolf's fall which crippled
hi~ for life, and after his death they only harden and
embitter each other "by their accusations and reproaches.
For a while T wond'-red .just what was Ibsen's purpose
in this play, hut it came to me with surprising- rapidity
at the end of the play by means of P.ita's resolution.
Ibsen then proceeds to show that all incidents have an
interpretation. Little Eyolf did not live and die in vain,
for his very merory has changed Allmers and Rita into
human-beings who set about doing the great philanthropic
work of caring for other people's children.
"John Oabriel Workman" is the first play which openly
reveals the fact that the writer is no lonper a young man.
It contains a great forbearance toward human failines.
Borkmar is a Solness whom fortune has deserted; but
who still retains his egotism. He i s a Bernick in thpt he
sacrifices the happiness: of one sister and marries the other
from a purely mercenary point.
V.'as Workman ever great? I can hardly believe that
Ibsen's Intention was to represent him as a man of extra-
ordinary cowers. I fancy that the root was scoffinr at
reni uses---he allowed i3orkmen the privilege of labelling
hirself Vnias," but at he samo time he let his audience
see the foolishness of a men who "if 'd" through lifei
II
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Borkman's "if-language " is the talk of fools; a truly
great nan nev r says "if", and he never admits obstacles.
Borkman spends all his time in lamentations, and I have read
and reread the play yet I can not comprehend that Ibsen---
the great dramatist intended us to regard John Gabriel as
a true p-enius.
The three principal scenes in this play are
(1) The meeting of Ella and "^unhild
,
the two sisters
(2) The meeting "between Ella and 3orkman;
(3) The first conversation "between Borkman and his
wife and these scenes are all executed with
consummate skill.
The construction of this drama is praiseworthy, and it
rises to its height of four stories as if "built of iron set
upon a granite foundation. From start to finish it is intense
in its feelings, and the action advances as swiftly as a meteo
through the air. "John "abriel Borkman" is a play thst a
student of Ibsen will always do well to snend much time on
for in this rcley lies many an Ibsen secret, ond it leaves you
wondering whether the poet was really in sympathy with this
ruined liapoleon, or whether he was laughing- at him and hie
pitiable illusions.
The last work of Ibsen's "V.hen e "^c v.'u.ei " is a
fitting; name to a piece written by a man who ie about to die.
<i
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However, one can not help noticing" thst the poet's
instinct for dialogue in this final drama is just as
concise as in "The Taster Builder," "Hedda fabler," or
other earlier pieces.
"Y/hen V,'e lead Awaken" is somewhat of a romantic-
dream; Ibsen tries to make his protagonis" a man who
has won the race, but to whom the glory has no appeal.
As usual, the L'orweeian Seer is trying to teach his
audience a lesson the lesson that coldness of heart is
a most dissatisfying disease. In youth hutek had desired
fame, wealth, world-renown, and nothing was to be allowed
to stand in his way. 3y Pubek's complete indifference to
the world and its wayfarers, he had won this success. But
what T>rice glory? Only the av.ful fact that he was a man-
elone, unloving end unloved. It was as though his living
body were ashes already set in an urn upon the parlor
mantle-piece! His wife, ?.'aia, became as wives e-enerally
become a sort of n^cessar.v nuisance. Ibsen, the artist,
seemed to voice the nuos.tion of Pubek, the sculptor; is it
v;orth wile to sacrifice one's life in order to create life?
The ai swer is not found in the play, for Ibsen has still
clung persistently to the unsatisfactory endine-s which take
U8 back to "A Doll's House" and "Ghosts.
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The play reeks of pessimism; Ibsen portrays ?ubek
as a man who chased shadows instead of chasing rainbows.
Eubek is hungry for affection, and his hunger is all the
more intensified by his realization that he has sacrificed
all in return for nothing. Like Eubek, Ibsen did not
want the plaudits of the people; he felt .cold, and this
coldness wrapped his body in a n inviolable iceberg.
In the final scene of this play, one can easily recognize
the connection between Brand's upward climb ("Brand") and
Eubek 's upward climb the difference being that Brand climbs
up with an Ideal, while Eubek has for his partner, Irene.
Also, in this play, we hear much about the "joy of life," a
phrase with which we became familiar in "Ghosts," Both
J'aia and Oswald feel that everything in the world is sub-
ordinate to this "joy of life." Thi 3 idea of the "joy of
life" which is so strongly emphasized by Ibsen is heart-
rending to those who have studied all his works, for it is
as though Ibsen has turned upon himself and his creations,
and with hatred in his eyes, heaned curses upon both; it
is as if th« artist had sat up in his coffin and proceeced
to laugh at the flowers, the lighted candles, and the weepinp
friends that surrounded him.
"When We Doad Awaken" is Ibsen's art tribute on the
altar of love; upon its surface, he has sketched faint
(I
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tracings from "Brand," from "Hedda Satoler, " from "The
L!aster Builder," and from "John ^ahriel Workman." At
the final scene we hear again the same chant that rose
ahove the crashing avalanch "beneath which Brand was
huri ed .
*
1. Henrik Ibsen. The Van and Hia Plays: I.'ontroae J. I'jsos.
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SUM.TARY
My purpose in writing this thesis, "The
Intellectual revolution of Kenrik Ibsen as a rramatist,"
was to show, in the clearest possible manner, Ibsen's
dramatic development, a development which grew from
the poorest kind of melodrama to the most splendid
portrayal of modern life and times. I have endeavored,
"by a thorough study of Ibsen's life and his works, to
gather material relative to my subject; material which
would prove beyond the shadow of a doubt the Poet's
General intellectual ascent from his early years until
the very beginning of the twentieth century when he
reached the climax of his career. It was not an easy
task; I realize many times my thoughts slip from their
course and linger too Ion? upon some other d tail,
comt>] etely irrelevant to the major subject, -yet it may
be that, at times, it was necessary to deviate from the
beaten track in order to bring to light some otherwise
hidden idea which might bear upon the discussion in
question in no small way.
There ia no doubt of Ibsen's development; we can be
sure of that. My business is to find evidences of this
development; and I think the foregoing pap'es contain this
c
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"evidence." Starting "back with "Lady Inger of Ostrat"
and working through Ibsen's threo periods of development
until we reach "TThen We Dead Awaken" certainly gave us a
long road to travel. At tines it was almost impossible to
check up on his mental progressions, then again it would
be a simple matter, the connections being extremely obvious.
To prove Ibsen's development we need only to regard his
first play: (omitting "Oataline" in respect to Ibsen's
desire that it be discounted) "Lady Inger of Ostrat." Here,
in this very play, you °et that blood and thunder ending
v.here Lady Inger has her own son murdered (by mistake) and upon
realizing her error sinks d own unconscious on his coffin,
and Lady Inger 's daughter, "line, has been betrayed by a foul
man, I'ils Lykke. The final scene reoks of tragedy and madness;
this same scene is carried on through Ibsen's "melodramatic
period," and is later modified or enlarged in his next
"Realistic Period." Ibsen clings tenaciously to the horrible
ending; it seems to te a part of his self-made creed (for
Ibsen followed no dramatic rules or studied any text-books)
to hurl bombastic endin-s at his audience to chill their
blood v. i th a murder-scene such as Lady Inper killing her own
son or to disturb the mental tranquillity of the average
person by such a scene as I'ora banging the front-door after
her I
cI
Ibsen, in every play, seemed to develop a greater
penchant for castatrophe. At first his melodramatic
tendencies supersedes his technioue ; "but later he dives
nobly into the waves of realism and gives us such weirdly
intense scenes as Oswald's imbecillic cry for the sun
Hedda's and Hedvig's gun report the drastic crash of
Solness. The audience can only gasp at such slaughters,
and marvel at Ibsen's ability to strew the stafe with blood
and tears in his final scenes. But Ibsen's dead was not the
dead of Shakespeare; Ibsen's dead bodies are those of the
exhausted or destroyed; he does not take a young life, full
of ,ioie re vivre and say "Die for love," but rather he takes
the body of some poor idealist who sees his ideal rotting in
the stagnant waters of its own depravity and remarks: "It's
time for me to die."^
Another remarkable Ibsen-trait which he perfected was
the "two-type women" id-sa. Ooing back to "The V'arriors at
Helgoland" we find the mad, revengeful Ejordis in contrast
to the gentle, devoted Dagny. Jumping a score of years, we
see these two characters aP"ain under the names of Rebecca
•Vest and Beata; Rebecca is the artful woman who is the cause
of the p-ood wife, Beata, killing herself, ~oing on another
fow years, we find such a Pirl as Hedda ; she is a nineteenth
century Hjordis or Rebooca; she i s d omineering, impulsive, and
1. Ibsen's 7/omen : I'nr- .. " i 1 1 i 1 rd
.
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utterly selfish. The swe et -Agnes-type of "Brand" has her
development, too. Ibsen paints again and again this tweet
,
devotional type of female whose only desire in life is to
please her beloved. Let us recall Lona Kessel, (Pillars of
Society) Martha, (Pillars of -ociety) and that kind soul
the epitomy of self-sacrifice "'ana. (The Wild Duck).
Each of these women is easily imposed upon by the other sex,
and she adapts her easy disposition to any impositions. The
power of knowing women and their reactions is a rart of
Ibsen's penius ; he seems to be endowed with a feminine
feeling with a keen intuition for what a woman will or will
not do.
Episodes in th e dramas of I' sen are not digressions,
'here i s no superfluous verbage ; all incidents lead up to
the one consummation and every part bears a just relation
to the symmetrical whole. Amid all the complications of
plot, Ibsen never loses the grasp of the one-root idea; he
has pet expressions that manifest his intellectual trend :-
"The Pretenders": much talk about "kingly-thought."
"Peer ~ynt w : the command is evident, "bo true to thyself."
"Brand": the rhrase of "all or nothing." "Emperor and
Galilean": Talk of the "Third Empire." "Doll's House":
much chatter about "miracles." "Ghosts": The recurring
phrase about "joy of living." "The League of Yoir.h": we
hear all about the "local situation." "An Enemy of the
c
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People": the ruling thought is the "compact majority," "The
Will Duck" we have the "Ideal demand." "The Lady from the
Sea": the maxim expounded is "freedom of will." "Little
Zyolf": the words used as a guide through the thought of
the action are, "the law of change." "The Taster Builder":
"home that bears a steeple." "Hedda Gabler": the cue words
are "dying in beauty." "John Gabriel Borkman": the phrase
runs, "great mortal sin." These phrases compromise the
erist of iosen's personal philosophies, and show how closely he
adhered to the "main-theme" idea in dramatic representations.
Let us note Ibsen's adherence to the "Unities;" he did
adhere to them, but only because they suited his artistic
intention. It is the nature of his plots that their actions
proceed with rreat pusto. "The Doll's House" was played in
two and one-half da T"s; "Rosttkt sholm" in fifty-two hours.
"The Wild Duck," in forty hours. "Little Eyolf," in thirty-
six hours. "Ghosts," in sixteen hours. "Lady Tnr^r of
Ostrat," (His first play) in five hours. The situation of
his plays was very simple. "Ghosts" ha only one setting:
the living-room in Kri . Alving's house. "Hedda Gabler" was
staged in a room at Tesman's house,
*Ibsen wae the instinctive dramatist. His plays became
a part of himself; tho charLCters seemed to grow up in his
mind, and they w<jro nourished by his imagination. The
artist's characters, from earliest plays onward, are a true
c
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house of representat ives
,
coming from all sections of
the c ommunit : • He gives us the wily politician, the
adoring child, the heart-broken beloved, the mercenary
blackguard, the bewitching Delilah, and the admirable
wife or mother. Ibsen's characters are like the temple
of the Holy Ghost they move you, at BOBtntn, by a vap-ue
sense of mystery and awe.^
It is rather fatal to one's illusions to road Ibsen
ens ombl e. so to speak. His works, coming one after the
other, are like a barrage of shells, each one seeming to
be more violent than its predecessor. His dramas have a
startling effect on our amour-propre ;we feel a bit an-
tagonistic toward the man who rips away our cloak of
self-splen dor and leaves us standing naked, a piece of
flesh at v;hich the world might .ieer.' At tires his rlays
seemed like some Chamber of Horrors that piece by piece
extended to the darkest section of Hades; at first I was
led on by "novelty," "surprise," "audacity" and "plain
talk," and it was only when I came upon some hideous truth
that I realized to follow-on 1 should have to relinouish
my easy mind and my smug existence. Ibsen demands much of
his readers; his works are not diverting tales with v,hich
we nay rass a dull evening. 'hey are debates, polemics, and
controversial; they smack of ouiclc wit and keen satire; they
sharpen the tired brain with their biting invectives. Ibsen'
1. Ibsen's '.'omen: T.'ary o. Till Hand.
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plays remind me of those ''mirrors" found in the
amusement parks, for they, too, picture you first as
a tall, gaping yokel, then as some short, fat nit-wit,
and lastly as some thin, scrawny anemic until you feel
yourself a mass of disproportion and ugliness. Yet,
withal, his -clays fascinate us; they mav repel, at times,
hut for the most Tart they interest us, compl3tely.
Henderson^- says that Ibsen's pathological rre-occ upat i ons
should not lessen the importance of his works his
dalliances with sick consciences, obsessed personalities,
wounded souls end disillusioned fatalists should not be
criticised as "obscene'' or "vulgar." Ibser. wrote from
the heart; he had faith in the people's intelligence, and
the very spirit of our times, the pressure of the age, and
the most fruitful germs of modern culture are embodied in
Ibsen^ plays.
Before I close, it seems only fitting to speak of the
great man's last days. He had spent a mentally-active life.
V'e recall his three periods of d evelop^ cnt; and I might add
here that Ibsen spent a great deal of his time reeding the
two German poets: Otto ludwig (1813-1865) and Freidrich
Hehbel (1813-1863). These two poets passed from Foment ic lam
to Realism end so on to rysticiam in a manner like Ibsen,
whom it is possible that they influenced.
1. European Tramati ate : Arohibald Henderson. Page 116.
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It was not an easy task to evolve from melodrama
to symbolism, and the mental strain was too great. His
last play, "When V/e lead Awaken" ia not exactly a
continuance of the crescendo scale; it does contain
sparks of his former genius, hut it mostly represents
the quiet decay of an overstrained mentality. It is as
though the whole phantasmagoria of Ibsen's life had
filtered through his weakening brain, and he had caught
fitful gleams of nast glories.
^
Like Solness he was stricken down in his glory, for
in 1902 an apoplectic stroke seized him from which he
r.ever quite recovered. The mind of the Norwegian Seer
became a blank; his actions became childish and his eyes
took on a vacant glassiness which bespeaks the muddled
brain.
Henrik Ibsen lived for seven years in this awful
state, only showing sifris of life when his wife or his
three grandchildren, Tenkred
,
Irene, and 7:leenora, came
into his room. Ibsen never lost, his deer affection for
his wife, and to the last retained his oueint habit of
calling her by the most extraordinary pet name: "lfy Cat,"
He diec at his home in Erammensvej on Tay 23, 19 06,
et £:30 P. M. He died one of the wealthiest private
citizens of Christlanie because he was always careful in
1. Henrik Ibsen, Tan and Hie Plays: Montrose J. roees.
Page 160.
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protecting his co-oyrights and administering his receipts.
He died one of the most world -famous literary men; even
the King of "nglend sent an embassador to be present at
the bur is 1, and he oied with the name of "genius of the
nineteenth century" clinginp* about him.
Eenrik Ibsen appeals to the whole world as a dramatist;
it was in this role of world dramatist that we studied him.
A world -drama tist who was the child of the rast
,
the
companion of the present, and the progenitor of the future
—
a trinity indissoluble.^
V.'e might easily take L'rs. Browning's lines to
Euripides end apply them to Kenrik Ibsen:
"And his touches of things common
Till they rose to touch the spheres."
!• European Dramatists: Archibald Henderson. Page 283.
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